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FOREWORD 
In January 1985, the City of Omaha requested assistance from the Center 
for Applied Urban Research (CAUR) to conduct a study of the feasibility of 
creating a Housing Trust Fund in Nebraska. Marty Shukert, Director of Omaha's 
Planning and Community Development Department, and David DiMartino of GAUR met 
initially. In February, GAUR's Director approved the center's participation 
in the study, 
Project activity began after the August 22, 1985, Housing Trust Fund 
Workshop, sponsored by Omaha's Mayor, Mike Boyle, and Nebraska Senator Ron 
Withem, A Housing Trust Fund Advisory Commit tee was created following the 
workshop and GAUR presented progress reports at the committee's October and 
November meetings. In addition, many members of the committee were contacted 
by GAUR personnel during .the course of the study. 
The City of Omaha retained a consultant for this project, David Paul 
Rosen, GAUR personnel first met with the consultant at the Housing Trust Fund 
Workshop. Thereafter, close contact was maintained between the consultant and 
CAUR staff. Mr. Rosen provided valuable assistance to GAUR staff, especially 
in developing the project's methodology. 
Many other people provided valuable information and guidance for the 
project, particularly concerning prevailing practices within the real estate 
market. Among those were representatives from the Nebraska Department of 
Revenue, the Nebraska Department of Economic Development, the Nebraska 
Realtors Association, the Nebraska Real Estate Commission, the League of 
Nebraska Municipalities, the Urban Housing Foundation, Inc., the Omaha Board 
of Realtors, the National Association of Realtors, the U.S. Department of 
Housing and Urban Development, the U.S. Department of Commerce, the U.S. 
Veterans Administration, the Federal Housing Administration (FHA), the Farmers 




R. K. Piper assisted throughout the project and Tim Himberger directed 
data programming and processing. GAUR staff also provided data entry and 
report production. The author is indebted to all those who assisted in this 
project. The responsibility for views, interpretations, and conclusions 
expressed in this report, however, lies solely with the author. 
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Executive Summary 
One part of determining the feasibility of a Housing Trust Fund in 
Nebraska is to estimate the resources available for such a fund. This 
analysis of available resources focused on four separate sources of potential 
funding--earnings on sales escrow deposits, earnings on mortgage escrow 
accounts, earnings on rental security deposits, and earnings from transfer 
taxes. All figures are based on prevailing practices in Nebraska, and ranges 
of potential funding are offered because of the use of varying rates of return 
(interest rates). 
Earnings on mortgage escrow accounts offer the greatest potential source 
of funding, followed in order by earnings on rental security deposits, 
transfer tax revenues, and earnings on sales escrow deposits. The amounts are 
summarized below. 
Source of Funding 
Earnings on Mortgage Escrow Accounts 
Earnings on Rental Security Deposits 
Monies from Transfer Tax Revenues 











These figures must be evaluated in conjunction with the legal precedents 
and limitations presented in a separate report by Mr. Ron Volkmer, Professor 
of Law, Creighton University. And, the two reports must be weighed by 
decision-makers in light of their policy preferences and the political 
realities in Nebraska. 
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Introduction 
The Center for Applied Urban Research (GAUR) conducted a study of the 
feasibility of creating a Housing Trust Fund in Nebraska. GAUR staff 
determined the availability of resources for funding the proposed Housing 
Trust Fund (RTF). Computations were based on data gathered by GAUR personnel 
and were applied to a modified RTF model developed by David Paul Rosen and 
Associates. 
The RTF was envisioned by Rosen's model as being financed primarily 
through interest earnings generated from deposit accounts created at the time 
of real estate transactions. The deposit accounts were to include sales 
escrow deposits (including earnest money deposits and down payment deposits), 
and mortgage escrow accounts (including property tax and hazard insurance 
reserves). 
Additional sources of financing for the RTF were considered in this study, 
including rental security deposits, utility deposits, state ascheat funds, and 
other state public funds, Many of the additional funding sources were found 
to be inappropriate, largely because of legal restrictions. The legal 
analysis, conducted by Ron Volkmer, Professor of Law, Creighton University, is 
not included in this report. 
A separate source of funding is also examined by this report. That source 
is based on several possible rates of increase in the transfer tax assessment 
levied on property sold in Nebraska, or the transfer and dediction of a 
portion of existing assessments to the Housing Trust Fund. 
Earnings from Escrow Accounts 
Summary of Findings 
A summary of the estimates of total escrow earnings available in 1984 for 
the creation of a Nebraska Rousing Trust Fund is presented in table 1. The 
estimates were computed using information on prevailing practices and data 
collected for this project. When a range of values were collected on 
prevailing practices, conservative figures were used for computations. The 
earnings are computed using interest rates of 5.5 percent (passbook savings 
rate), 8 percent (the rate of return on U.S. Treasury bills in November 1985), 
and 10 percent. Calculations of earnings were made for 1980-84. A detailed 
account of the way in which amounts were computed is discussed and displayed 
below. 
Estimated earnings from sales escrow deposits for 1984 varied from 
approximately $0.25-$0.50 million, depending on the interest rate applied 
(table 1). Estimated earnings from mortgage escrow accounts varied from 
$1.7-$4.9 million, again depending on interest rates. Total estimated 
earnings, therefore, vary from $2.0-$5.4 million. The most realistic estimate 
of earnings is that computed at the 8-percent rate of interest, or $3.9 
million. 
Sales Escrow Deposits 
The Practice. A sales agent typically requires a potential buyer to 
deposit some amount of money in escrow at the time a purchase offer is made on 
property to ensure the seriousness of the purchase offer. The deposit may be 
called a security deposit, good-faith money, or earnest money. Generally, the 
amount of the deposit is a standard percentage of the purchase price of the 




Estimation of Earnings Available for the Housing Trust Fund in Nebraska, 
By Source of Earnings, 1984 
Interest Rates 
Source of Earnings o.oss 0.080 0.100 
A. Sales escrow deposits: 
l. Earnest money deposits--
Residential $ 116,507 $ 169,464 $ 211,831 
Commercial 76,039 ll 0, 602 138,252 
Agricultural 50,298 73,161 91,451 
2. Down payment deposits--
Residential 18,081 26,299 32,874 
Commercial 5,018 7,299 9 ,12 4 
Agricultural N.A. N.A. N.A. 
Subtotal $ 265,943 $ 386,825 $ 48 3 ,53 2 
B. Mortgage escrow accounts: 
1. Property tax reserves--
Residential $1,452,203 $2,112,295 $2,640,369 
Commercial 496,161 721,689 902,111 
Agricultural N.A. N.A. N.A. 
2. Hazard insurance reserves--
Residential 923 ,444 1,343,192 1,678,990 
Commercial 984,124 1,431,454 1,789,317 
Agricultural N .A. N.A. N.A. 
3. Administrative costs--
Residential (l, 709 ,250) (l, 709 ,250) (1,709,250) 
Commercial (391 ,365) (391,365) (391 ,365) 
Agricultural N.A. N.A. N.A. 
Subtotal $1,755,317 $3,508,015 $4,910,17~ 
C. Total earnings $2,021,260 $3,894,840 $5,393,704 
N.A. = not applicable 
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Likewise, once the potential buyer's offer has been accepted by the 
seller, the sales agent or financing institution collects a percentage of the 
purchase price as down payment for the property. This exchange of funds 
usually takes place at the time of the closing of the transfer agreement. 
Each of these amounts--earnest money deposits and down payment deposits--
is held by the sales agent or the financing institution during the time that 
the paperwork for the transaction is being completed. During this time, the 
deposits may be available to draw earnings for a Housing Trust Fund. 
Computations. To compute estimates of interest earnings on sale escrow 
deposits, the annual number of sales (for earnest money deposits) and the 
annual sales volume (for down payment deposits) were used as base data. Data 
on sales were gathered from the Nebraska Department of Revenue, Property Tax 
Division for 1980-84. County assessors reported these data to the Department 
of Revenue by category of property. The most recent data on loan originations 
in Nebraska are displayed in table l of Appendix A. 
The base data on sales were compiled for three categories of property--
residential, commercial, and agricultural. The deposit of earnest money and 
down payments is a prevailing practice among residential and commercial 
property sales. However, among agricultural property sales only privately 
financed transactions involve earnest money deposits and down payment deposits 
are not used typically. 
The base data for agricultural sales had to be adjusted for the proportion 
of total sales financed by private sources (total sales multiplied by 48.5 
percent). The proportion of sales financed by private sources was obtained 
from data compiled by the Department of Agricultural Economics at the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln. (See appendix A, table 2). In addition, 
agricultural sales which occur without mortgaging do not involve down payment 
deposits. Therefore, the agricultural sales data also were adjusted for the 
4 
proportion of total sales resulting in mortgaged property (total privately 
financed sales multipled by 85 percent). These considerations reflect 
prevailing practices in the agricultural land market. 
Next, the average amount of deposits and the average holding period of 
deposits were determined for escrow deposits from information on prevailing 
practices. Information on prevailing practices was collected during 
interviews with representatives of several major real estate companies 
throughout the state and with state and federal agency representatives. 
Prevailing practices varied by type of property and between earnest money 
deposits and down payment deposits (table 2). Finally, interest rates were 
selected and applied at 5.5 percent, 8.0 percent, and 10 percent to complete 
estimates. 
An Example. Table 3 shows the calculations for determining the possible 
cnrnings to be realized by the HTF through the use of sales escrow deposits on 
residential properties alone. Detailed accounts of sales escrow deposit 
earnings are displayed in Appendix B for all types of property in Nebraska and 
by regions of the state during 1980-84. 
Mortgage Escrow Accounts 
The Practice. Lenders may require borrowers to establish a mortgage 
escrow account (impound account) as a condititon of financing. The account 
protects the lender's investment and, typically, requires the borrower to 
prepay of property taxes and hazard insurance 1 year in advance. 
Mortgage escrow accounts originated during the Great Depression, and they 
are usually established when the financing requested exceeds a certain 
proportion of the total sales price or the value of the property. For 
example, lenders may require purchasers requesting financing for 85 percent or 
more of the sales price of a property to pay into an mortgage escrow account. 
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Table 2 
Preval I ing Practices/Assumptions Applied In Computing Escrow Funds, 3y Type Of Property 
Practices/Assumptions Type of Property 
Residential Commercl a I Agricultural 
A, Sate escrow deposits: 
I • Earnest money deposits--
Base data Annual number sales Annual number sales 41 .2% of sa I es vo I ume 
[(Aggregate value of sales) x 
(48.5% - private market sales) x 
(85% -properties with mortgage)] 
Source of base data Nebraska Dept. of Revenue Nebraska Dept. of Revenue Nebraska Dept. of Revenue 
Average amount of deposit 2% of average purchase price $5,000 (varies with price) 5% of aggregate sales value 
Average holding period 45 days (0,123 year) 60 days (0.164 year) 90 days (0,247 year) 
"' 
Rates of earnings appl led 0,055/0,080/0,100 % 0,055/0,080/0.100% 0,055/0,080/0.100% 
2, Down payment deposits-- Not app II cab 1 e 
Base data Sales volume($) Sales volume($) 
(Aggregate sales value) (Aggregate sales value) 
Source of base data Nebraska Dept. of ReYenue Nebraska Dept. of Reyenue 
Average amount of deposit 15% of average sale price 20% of average sale price 
Average holding period 1 day (0.0027 ot year) I day (0,0027 ot year) 
Rates of earnIngs app I I ed 0,055/0.080/0,100 % 0,055/0.080/0,100% 
~~".... ~ .. ~ .. 
..... 
Table 2--conTinued 
Prevailing Practices/Assumptions Applied In Computing Escrow Funds, By Type Of ProperTy 
Practices/Assumptions 
B. Mortgage escrow accounts: 
1. ProperTy Tax reserve--
Base daTa 
Source of base data 
Average holding period 
ProporTion of properties 
with reserve accounts 
Rates of earnings applied 
2. Hazard insurance reserve--
Base data 
Source of base data 
Average holding period 
Proportion of properties 
wiTh reserve accounts 
Rates of earnings appl Jed 
Residential 
a. (Aggregate tax 
collections) x 
b. <%of properties with 
mortgages) = 57.2% 
a. Nebraska Dept. of Revenue 
b. U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 
1980 census 
3 months (0.25 year) 
67% 
0.055/0.080/0.100 % 
a. (Premiums paid as 
homeowners multi-peri I 
and 20% of tire) x 
b. <%of properties with 
mortgage) = 57.2% 
a. A.M. Best Company 
b. u.s. Dept. of Commerce 
1980 census 
6 months (0.50 year) 
67% 
0.055/0.080/0.100% 
Type of Property 
Commercial 
a. (Aggregate tax 
collections) x 
b. C% of properties with 
mortgages) = 90.0% 
a. Nebraska Dept. of Revenue 
b. Nebraska Dept. of Revenue, 
1984 count 
3 months (0.25 year) 
50% 
0.055/0.080/0.100% 
a. (Premiums paid as 
commercial multi-pert I 
and 80% of tIre) x 
b. <%of properties with 
mortgage) = 90% 
a. A.M. Best Company 
b. Nebraska Dept. of Revenue 
1984 count 




Not app I i cab I e 
Not app I i cab I e 
continued--
Table 2--contlnued 
Preval ling Practices/Assumptions Applied In Computing Escrow Funds, By Type Of Property 
Practices/Assumptions Type of Property 
Residential Commercial Agrl cu \tura I 
3. Administrative costs(-)-- Not applicable 
Base data (Number of owner occupied (Number of 
properties} x propertIes) x 
Source of base data u.s. Dept of Commerce, Nebraska Dept. of Revenue, 
1980 census 1984 count 
Proportion of properties 
mortgaged (57 o2%) X (90%) X 
Proportion of mortgaged 
properties with 
"' 
reserve accounts (67%) X (50%) X 
Rate of administrative 
costs per account 
per year ($15.00) ($15.00) 
Table 3 
Residential Sales Escrow Deposits for Nebraska, 1984 
A. Sales escrow deposits: 
1. Earnest money--
Residential Average Amount 
Sales of Earnest 
Money Deposited1 
(No.) ($) 





















(% of year) 




























1Assumes approximately 2 percent of average purchase price; average purchase 
price is $47,132. 
2Assumes 45 days. 
3Reported as a percentage of average sales price. 
4Assumes 1 day. 
Fourteen states have enacted legislation requiring lenders to pay interest 
to depositors on their mortgage escrow accounts but none have provided 
earnings to depositors at market rates, Proposed legislation in Nebraska was 
defeated, in part due to resistence from lenders. Since Nebraska does not 
require payment to depositors, mortgage escrow account monies may be available 
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to draw earnings for a Housing Trust Fund in Nebraska. Such a reinvestment 
fund, if enacted, would be another instance of current trends toward public-
private partnerships. 
Computations. The calculation of estimates of interest earnings on 
mortgage escrow accounts required base data for two types of deposits--prop-
erty tax and hazard insurance. For property tax reserves the base data 
consisted of total tax collection, by type of property (residential and 
commercial), as reported by the counties to the state Department of Revenue. 
For hazard insurance reserves the base data were the total insurance premiums 
paid by category of coverage (homeowners multi-peril, commercial multi-peril, 
and fire--applied 20 percent to residential and 80 percent to commercial) as 
reported by the A.M. Best Company (table 2). 
The calculations made are based on all properties with mortgage escrow 
accounts, rather than those properties sold in a given year. Therefore, 
earnings are based on all properties with mortgage escrow accounts, no matter 
when they were sold. As such, the estimates assume that the basis of a 
Housing Trust Fund would be retroactive. 
Total tax collections were then multiplied by the proportion of all 
properties with mortgages (57 .2 percent for residential and 90 percent for 
commercial) and by the proportion of mortgaged properties with mortgage escrow 
accounts (6 7 percent of residential mortgages and 50 percent of commercial 
mortgages). The proportion of properties with mortgages was determined for 
residential property by using the 1980 u.s. Census of Population and Housing 
count and for commercial property by using the 1984 Nebraska Department of 
Revenue count. The proportion of mortgaged properties with mortgage escrow 
accounts was estimated by interviewing representatives from financial agencies 
throughout the state (table 2). 
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Next, average holding periods and interest amounts were determined for the 
escrow accounts from information on prevailing practices. Holding periods 
were determined from the frequency of deposits into and payments from the 
accounts. Typically, the mortgagee makes monthly deposits and the financial 
institution makes bi-annial payments for property taxes and annual payments 
for hazard insurance. Interest amounts of 5. 5 percent, 8 percent, and lO 
percent were used. 
Finally, the cost of administering mortgage escrow accounts by financial 
institutions was estimated and deducted from the earnings of the accounts 
(table 2). The proportion of mortgaged properties with mortgage escrow 
accounts was computed and applied to the totals for residential and commercial 
properties. The number of properties with mortgages and mortgage escrow 
accounts was multiplied by an administrative cost of $15 per account per year 
to determine the total administrative cost for residential and commercial 
properties. 
Use of an administrative cost of $15 per account per year is based on the 
best information available from research to date ,1 and on calculations made 
using recent data from Nebraska financial institutions. Based on these 
considerations, a $15 administrative cost is a high-end estimate and yields a 
conservative estimate of earnings potential from a Housing Trust Fund. 
Nebraska financial institutions were unable to isolate the escrow portion 
of their total mortgage account costs, due to limitations in their cost 
accounting typical of the finance industry. However, some Nebraska 
1Kolbus, Greg, and Rolf Lehman. Profitability of Escrow Accounts in Iowa 
Lending Institutions. Iowa Savings and Loan League, Inc., Des Moines, Iowa, 
June 1977. 
Michigan Department of Commerce. An Analysis of Mandatory Interest on 
Mortgage Escrow Accounts. Lansing, Michigan, September 1979. 
Rosen, David Paul and Associates. California Housing Trust Fund Mortgage 
Improved Revenue Estimates, 1983-1984, Oakland, California, May 1983. 
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institutions were able to provide the total administrative costs associated 
with servicing their mortgage accounts. Those costs ranged from $60 to $80 
per account per year. Meanwhile, the Bank of America published a guideline 
figure of the proportion of mortgage costs associated with escrow accounts--
18.8 percent.2 By applying the Bank of America rate to total costs in 
Nebraska, a local range of costs associated with escrow accounts was 
calculated--($60 to $80) x (.188) ($11.28 to $15.04). Thus, an 
administrative cost of $15 is validated as a high-end estimate. 
An Example. Table 4 shows the calculations made in determining the 
possible earnings to be gained by the HTF though the use of mortgage escrow 
accounts on residential properties alone. Detailed accounts of mortgage 
escrow earnings are displayed in Appendix B for residential and commercial 
properties in Nebraska and by regions of the state during 1980-84. 
2
office of the General Council, Bank of America, 1985. 
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Table 4 
Residential Mortgage Escrow Accounts for Nebraska, 1984 
B. Mortgage escrow accounts: 
1. Property tax reserve--
$13,245,408,581.00 Value of residential real estate 





Taxes before exemptions 
Exemptions 
Taxes after exemptions 
X 
275,583,896.41 
0.572 Proportion of owner-occupied households with a mortgage 





















($157,633,988.75) X (0.25) X (0.67) X (0.055) 
X (0.080) 
X (0.100) 




Homeowners multi-peril premiums 
Fire (20 percent of category) premiums 






+ 0.572 Proportion of owner-occupied households with a mortgage 





( $) (% year) 











X (0.055) = 
X (0.080) = 
X (0.100) = 
1Based on percentage of properties with tax escrows. 







Table 4 - Continued 
Residential Mortgage Escrow Accounts for Nebraska, 1984 
3. Administrative costs (-)--
170,074 Number of owner-occupied housing units with a mortgage in Nebraska 
(170,074) x (0.50) Percentage of units with escrow accounts 
X (0.67) 
X (0.75) 
(85,037) x ($-15) Average cost per account per year 
(113,950) X ($-15) = 







$-1 '913 ,340 
Earnings from Rental Deposits 
A separate source of funding for a Nebraska Housing Trust Fund might be 
earnings on rental security deposits. The legal status of this issue is 
reviewed under separate cover in Mr. Ron Volkmer's report to the City of 
Omaha. Enforcement and collection of revenues generated from this source 
would be problematic. 
A simplified estimate of the earnings possible from rental security 
deposits was calculated by multiplying the number of rental units in Nebraska 
in 1980 by the average contract rent by the interest rates used previously 
(5.5, 8, and 10 percent) (table 5). While the number of rental units in 1980 
could have been updated to 1984 by adding the number of units constructed and 
demolished, any update of average rent would be imprecise. Therefore, the 
data for 1980 were considered adequate because of the comprehensiveness and 
accuracy of the contract rent data. In addition, the estimated earnings are 
conservative because of the usc of 1980 data on number of units and contract 
rent. The earnings generated from these calculations varies from $1.4-$2.6 
million. 
Table 5 
Earnings On Rental Security Deposits for Nebraska, 1980 
Number of rental units 


























Earnings from Transfer Taxes 
The transfer tax was also examined as a source of funding for a Housing 
Trust Fund in Nebraska. The transfer tax applies to all properties sold in 
Nebraska, with some limited exemptions, at a rate of $1.50 per $1,000 of 
assessed value as of 1985. Twenty-five percent of this revenue would 
contribute to the general fund of the county in which the property lies and 75 
percent of the revenue would be deposited in the state's general fund. 
Calculations were made using four rates of increase in or dedication of 
existing transfer taxes as a source of revenue for a HTF--$0.10/$1,000, 
$0.25/$1,000, $0.50/$1,000, and $1.00/$1,000, Calculations of the additional 
revenues raised were based on the volume of residential sales (aggregate value 
of properties sold) divided by $1,000 and multiplied by the rate of increase 
in fees, 
The potential revenues raised using this source were computed by type of 
property for 1980-84. Revenues generated for 198 4 varied from approximately 
$131,000 (with a $0.10/$1,000 increase) to $1,316,000 (with a $1.00/$1,000 
increase) (tables 6A-6C). 
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Source: News Release (HUD-No.84-252), U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development, (October 19, 1984). 
Table 2 
Proportion of Total Nebraska Farm Real Estate Debt, By Source of Financing, 
1983-84 
Source of Financing 
Federal Land Bank 
Farmers Home Administration 















17.3 } 2.7 48.5 28.5 
100.0 
($4.226 Bill) 




























1Data are for single-family insured FHA activity. 
Source: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Housing 









Real Estate Owned Through Foreclosures by Average Mortgage Bankerl in the 






















1Mortgage bankers include bank holding companies, service corporations for 
savings and loans, and other privately and publicly owned institutions. 
Source: "Financial Statements and Operating Ratios for the Mortgage Banking 
Industry, 1983," Trends Report No. 34. Mortgage Bankers Association of 
America, October 1984. 
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Table 5 
Status of Real Property Transfer Tax in United States as Compared to Nebraska, 
Summer 1985 
Category 
Nebraska Real Property Transfer Tax, at rate of $1.50 per $1,oooa 
Other States with Real Property Transfer Tax, based on 
Rates per $1,000:b 
Rates less than Nebraska ratec 
Rates equal to Nebraska rated 
Rates greater than Nebraska ratee 
States with Real Property Transfer Tax, based on percentage rates 
States with some other form of taxation 
States with no tax or no information 











Iowa ($1.10 per $1,000), Kansas (other form of taxation), Missouri (no tax), 
South Dakota ($1.00 per $1,000), and Wyoming (no tax). 
bRates were adjusted, in some cases, to equate to a fee for $1,000; fees may 
apply variously to a property's worth, value, purchase price, or consideration 
paid. 
cRates of $.50 to $1.10 per $1,000. 
drncludes Oklahoma and Virginia. 
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Estimated Earnings On Property Tax Reserves, 1980-84 

















































1Assumes that 57.2 percent of residential properties are mortgaged, and that 
67 percent of mortgaged properties carry mortgage escrow reserves. 
2Assumes that 90 percent of commercial properties are mortgaged, and that 50 
percent of mortgaged properties carry mortgage escrow reserves. 
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Table 4 
Estimated Earnings On Hazard Insurance Reserves, 1980-84 

















































1Assumes that 57.2 percent of residential properties are mortgaged, and that 
67 percent of mortgaged properties carry mortgage escrow reserves. 
2Assumes that 90 percent of commercial properties are mortgaged, and that 50 
percent of mortgaged properties carry mortgage escrow reserves. 
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T~r::_E 1:::: \C:U,:rl 
EARNINGS ON EARNEST NDN I ES FOR RES WENTI AL SALES 
, 
RATE OF RETURN 
INTERE,:T INTEREST INTEREST 
EARNED AT EARNED AT EARfJEO AT 
5.51. :3.m: 10. (l/. 
19:::2 (CONI} -------- -------- ·-------
:::OUTH-CENF\f.ll 
ADAt:s $1,752 $2, :·4~' $3, 18t. 
BUFFALO $1,454 l-2, 116 $2,645 
CLAY $271 $394 $492 
FRANVLIN $264 $384 $480 
HALL $2,889 ~A,202 $5,25~ 
HAI~ILTON $379 $551 $LC·Cl '..!'..-'! 
HARLAN $244 $354 $443 
HOWARD $189 $276 $344 
KEARNEY $304 $443 $S54 
~IERRICK $338 $492 $615 
NUCI<OLLS $441. $649 $812 
PHELPS $413 $600 $750 
WEBSTER • $291 $423 $529 NCRTH-EA:3T 
ANTELOPE $1?9 $1f.:7 $234 
BOONE $244 $354 $44:: 
BURT $llt, $~56 $:320 
CEDAR $399 ~s:~1 $726 
COLFAX $~:25 $472 $.:;-Cif' __ , __ . •
CUr1INO $:325 $472 <t5S'0 [:IXON H4.-: $2(17 -;258 
DODGE $2,314 n,3C3 $t,207 
f:.NOX tl·:r~' !27: ~:::;44 
MADI~·ON $7 iL 112 
NANCE $:';,} $2.15 n~·r, 
F'IEF:CE $H2 $:0\!7 12':.::: 
PLATTE $1 J 443 $2, 1·)6 i2,C.I::: 
STANTON $210 E05 $381 
TH!.KTON $142 $207 $258 
IJAYN<: -~24~ $:354 $44?. 
SG~:~H-(<:E:::T 
ARTl-'UF: $34 $1'•J 
"· 
$62 
CH?t:;E $1S9 t.T!L ~:~:44 ~- ... , '-' 
~i(4i·::;c~;{ a:-=~\ r~ -t" ·:.··_,(:. ;1, t.-~! 
-'"1-' +' l ~ --'L'J 
DUNDY $1 ~)::; $1~7 $1;; 
FRONTIER $142 $2(17 '!25::: 
FURNAS $5'28 t76:?, $'15'_:. 
GOSF'ER $lOS H57 $197 
GRANT $47 $-t:i $:::(, 
HAYES $47 $69 $:::6 
HlTCHCOCK $i --:,o l ..... - $187 $23~ 
HOOKER $61 $89 $111 
KEITH $541 $737 $934 
LINCOLN $1,651 $2,401 $C:.001 
LOGAN $14 $20 $25 
MCPHERSON $1,339 $1' 948 $2.435 
PERKINS $115 $167 $209 
RED WILLOW $954 $1' 387 $1' 734 
THOMAS $34 $41' $l --, '-'•: 
NORTH-CENTRAL 
BLAINE $7 $10 $12 
BOYD $54 $79 $98 
BROWN $81 $118 $148 
CHERRY $162 $231. $295 
CUSTER $521 $758 $947 
GARFIELD $61 $00 ,_,,.. fl:l 
GREELEY $149 $216 1-271 
HOLT $203 $295 i<16~ 
KEYA PAHA $27 $:39 $49 
LOUP $14 $20 $25 
ROCK $68 $98 $12~: 
SHERMAN $189 $276 $344 
VALLEY $284 $413 $517 
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TABLE 12 \~Ot~Tl 
EARNINGS ON EARNE:;T MONIES FOR RE:':ID8mAL SALES 
RATf OF RETURN 
INTERE':T INIEREST INTEREST 
EARNED AT EARNED AT EA"NED AT 
'5.5'1. 8.0/: 10.07. 
1980 ----·----- -------- --------
NEP.RASKA TOTALS ~117,74~· !171.2.:05 $214~(18:2 
LINCOLN 
LANC~~:;TER $15,099 $2L ?t.3 $27,454 
EA:=:T ~CENTRAL 
DOUC;LAS $35, !_:37 151, 1 0'1 $(:.3,886 
SARPY $10,3~!7 $15.0:36 $18,794 
~lASHINGTC:N $582 $846 $L058 
S lOU X LAND 
DAKOTA 11,055 $1,535 $L919 
SDtiTH~EAST 
PUTLER $36.5 $5.-::~1 $6t.4 
CA:;~. $1.41.1 $2,125 $2,t-57 
FILL~10RE $.568 $827 $~ l ((:3 
GAGE $.},542 $2,244 $.-, C<t""\f, ..;_,,_,,_,-'t 
,_!EFFER:30N $609 $886 $ L 107 
.. JCHt;:~;o:~ $21t. $(:15 ~~:94 
t~EMAHA >4t.7 $.1~.79 $.S49 
OT~:E '$1, 231 '$1,7'/1 $2,239 
PP•wNEE $\St. $226 $283 
F'OLf:. $311 $453 f56~. 
RICHARDSON $663 $964 $1,205 
·::ALiNE: $..967 $L407 $L759 
~;AUNDCJ-:·:; $934 <t 1. ~:58 $Lt87 
~:li·JAFD $940 1-1,36& $L710 
THAYEE $~h~·1 $817 $LC2! 
Y('RK $1,204 $1. 75.2 $2~189 
·:.OUTH-CHHRA:... 
ADAt~S $2,4'/0 ~(:, t-:21 ~4.526 
BUFFi'lL~, $~1:368 $:3,444 $~, ~:05 
C:LAY $474 ~·t·~~'f 4t:t.1 
;=;.:;A~J:L 1 ~~ $304 t-44"3 ;-o;:-o::• '!I·_Ut. 
HALL $4,323 $7,016 $:::, n::: 
HA;~~~ TO:~ $65(:. $954 $1. h':3 
H?;F:LHN $331 $4~C 160:3 
HDHAi\D $304 $443 151:":4 
KEAF:NEY $2S4 $4U $517 
~iERRlCK $44(1 $640 $8(;(; 
NUC:f::I=ILLS $4W $6b9 $~:30 
PHELPS >M3 $9:;:5 $1,169 
WEBSiER $304 $443 1554 
NORTH~ EAST 
ANTELOPE $291 $423 f.529 
BOONE $352 ~~512 $640 
FLm $345 $502 $627 
CEDAR $4~:3 $1.30 $787 
COLFAX $.541 $787 $':184 
CL1~1ING $521 $758 $947 
DIXON $149 $216 $27! 
DODGE $3,443 $5,009 $6,2t,1 
f:NO): $426 $b20 $775 
MADl~;or~ $0 $0 iO 
NANCE $2'11 $423 $529 
PIERCE $183 $266 p?c• -~,.'L 
PLATTE $1,840 $2,676 f3,34t. 
STANTCN $:345 $502 $627 
THUR:::TON $101 $148 $185 
WAYNE $4(.7 $1.79 $849 
., 53 
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EARNINGS ON EARNEST MONJEc: FOR COMMERCIAL ·::ALES 
RATE OF RETURN 
I mEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 






NEBR. TOTALS $71., 039 $11(l,i.(l2 $138,252 
LINCOLN 
LANCASTER $8,434 $12,21:.·7 $15,334 
EAST-CENTRAL 
DOUGLAS $22,685 $32,9'?7 $41, 24i. 
SARPY $3,334 $5, r576 $6,970 
WASHINGTON $767 $1, 115 $1,394 
S!OUXLAND 
!lAKOTA $00':"1 ''~ $!, 44:: $1.804 SOUTH-EA:=:T 
BUTLER $135 $197 $246 
CASS $1,303 $1,902 $2,378 
FILLMORE 1-90 $131 $164 
GAGE $1,0:::2 $1,574 $1,91:..8 
.JEFFERSON $677 19:::4 $l,DO 
,.JOHNSON $40t. $590 p:.•:: , __ ,.__. 
NEi1AH;; $631 $91:3 $1,148 
OTOE $B57 $1, 246 $1,558 
PA~JNEE $271 $394 $492 
POLK $586 $8.53 $1,06·~· 
R 1 CHARD:::.m~ $316 $459 <!574 
SALINE $9(i2 $1,312 $1,640 
SAUNDERS $5::::6 $85:3 tl,OM. 
~:EWAF:D $677 $984 $1,230 
THAYER i496 4-722 $902 
YORK $767 $Ll15 $11~:9~ 
'30!_:T'l-tENTRA~ 
Af<Ai':; $1,~·79 ~-2,291:_. $2,t;7(l 
BUFFALO $1,082 $1,574 1!:' ·~ i.C• .. -J, .... _.,_, 
CLP'( 1541 $787 $9:34 
FRANf-:liN $40/. f-590 d"/':n:• ..,, ·~''-' 
HALL $1)984 $-2, 886 $3,608 
HA'1ILTOrl $316 !459 $574 
HARLAN $45 $(,(. $0'! '-'~ 
HOWARD $135 $197 $246 
KEARNEY $135 $197 $246 
MERRICK $180 $262 $323 




WEBSTER $' r")LL.t..•.• $328 $410 
NORTH-EAST 
ANTELOPE $90 $131 $164 
BOONE $180 $2t.2 $328 
BURT $451 $/:.56 $820 
CEDAR $316 $459 $574 
COLFAX $271 $394 $492 
CUMING $180 $262 $'}')0 ·.>.£.1.-' 
DIXON $226 $328 $410 
DODGE $2,075 $3,018 $3,772 
KNOX $135 $197 $24·~· 
~IAOJSON $0 $0 $0 
NANCE $90 tl31 $1M 
PIERCE l90 $!31 $1M 
F'LATTE $1,624 $2,362 $2,952 
STANTON $135 $197 1246 
THURSTON $45 $66 $:32 








TABLE n I CONTI 
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TABLE 1:3 \CONTJ 
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TABLE 13 ICijNTI 

































































































































































































TABLE 13 (CONTl 







































































































































~ 1) 574 
$1,771 
$:394 

















































































TABLE 13 (COP l 
EARNINGS ON EARNEST MONIES FOR CO~IMERCIAL SALES 
, 
RATE Of' RETURN 
INTEREST INTES:EST IfHERE:3T 
EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 
.::: r::•t 





ARTHUR $45 $66 $-82 
CHASE $496 $7')'} ,,, $902 
DAWSON $1 ,(l[:2 $.1,574 ~-11%8 
DIJNDY $')')1 
"-"-'-' 
$r'r"' -~•LO $410 
FRONTJEF: $0 $0 $0 
FURNA':: ~1} 218 $!, 77l $~,214 
GOSPER $271 $394 $492 
GRANT $496 $772 iS'02 
HAYES $90 $131 $164 
HITCHCOCK 1451 $656 $820 
HOOKER $90 !131 $11.4 
KEITH $226 $328 >410 
L1 NC:OLN $'?02 ~-L3!2 $!,.'40 
LOGAN $0 $0 $(i 
MCPHEF:SC:N 1-812 $1, 181 $!.47/. 
PERK II\:·::; $1:~:~; $197 $246 
F:ED WI LLO~I $6:jj ·»S'lB $!.14:0. 
Ti-10~1AS i-(l $() $~1 
N!=iRTH-CENTRA!_ 
KAINE $(i $(~ ~-0 
BOYD :!i135 'f.l97 tiL[:. 
BROWN $:) $.0 'f.(\ 
CHERRY 't31.~· $459 1-.574 
CUSTER $451 $656 $::::20 
GARFIElf. $J'r) $1~:1 $164 
GREELEY d: :·! f_ $4.59 <t-574 "''-'!'-' 
40LT $:361 ·r=--:oc .J,;_-..! $6~/:. 
ITYA PAHA $(1 $0 tO 
LOUP -£f~r $t.t. t8~' 
FiOCK 145 $/:..6 1iK· 
~;Ht'Rl~AN 1~i $.(1 1--~! 
VALLEY ,j:·:·7~ n94 'f-4'7'2 ·'-'L _o ! 
i<HEELER $•:.:() ~ 1:31 11,)4 
FANH{if~~~LE 
I 
' BAfJNER $fl "$(l '.1:0 j BOX BUTTE iAOt. ts·;;o 1)3£: 
CHEYENNE $~"'"' $t.s~. $:320 -'I._!J. 
DAWE':: $90 $1~:1 $:1.4 
DEUEL $226 $'YJO __ ,.._._, $410 
GARDEN $271 $394 $492 
K!NBALL $22/:.. $~:28 l410 
MORRILL $~·! l 
--"-' J $525 $656 
SCOTTS BLUFF $4?6 $722 $902 
SHERIDAN $226 $')')•) ,_,.._._, 4:410 















TABLE 1:3 \COrm 































































































































































































































TABLE E: I CONTJ 
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i i-!tiLt l - I !_.l_ll'<l ] 
EARNIN~iS l 1N EARNEST MONIES FOF: ~-Ctr'1MEF;CIA!_ ~:ALES 
, RATE OF RETURN 
INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 






NEBR. TOTALS $66,883 $97,285 $121 • .'.06 
UNDJLN 
LANCASTER $7. 3% $10, 75t: $13,44t: 
EAST-CENTRAL 
DOUGLAS $19,573 $28,470 $35,588 
SAF:PY $1 ,53:~; $2,230 $2,78t: 
WiS~:INGTON $2}1 $394 $492 
SlOL!XLAND 





CA~:S $OC"7 .._,._,, $1,246 $1,55B 
FILLMORE $451 $656 $820 
GAGE $:::57 $1, 24(, $1,55;3 
.JEFFERSON $'='' L _,! ,_, $45? $574 
,JOHNSON $1~.77 $98li $1,~30 
NENAHA $496 $722 $90:2 
DTOE ~58(;. $853 'tl,Ot,t. 
PAWNEE $271 t:-=:?4 $492 
POLK $%1 $c---,,;:: ·-'L .. ' $b5b 
F: I CHARDSON $361 $-525 $1:.,56 
SALINE $491:., $722 $902 
SAUNDERS $902 $L312 li.64(1 
SEWARD $406 $590 ""7"-:JO :r I'-"-' 
THAYER $541 $737 $9:34 
YORK .t ,..,,., :r•:>)/ $1,:246 $L558 
SOUTH-CENTR/'lL 
PDAM'c; $L 759 $2,558 $::.1% 
BUFFALO $1.173 $1, 7(ll:., $2,1:32 
CLAY $316 $459 $574 
FRANKLIN $-135 $197 $24/:.. 
HALL $3,067 $4,461 $5,576 
HAI1lLTON $677 $984 $1,£30 
HARLAN $271 $394 $45'2 
HOWARD $135 $197 $246 
KEARNEY $271 $394 $492 
MERRICK $27! $394 $492 
NUCKOLL~; $451 $65b $:320 
PHELF'S $631 $91:=: $-1, 148 
WEBSTER P''' '-.......... $'''""' .;:rLO $410 
NORTH-EA:c·T 
ANTELOPE $361 $525 $656 
BOONE $135 $197 $24(, 
BURT $631 $918 $[,148 
CEDAR $226 $.328 $410 
COLFAX $406 $590 $738 
CUMING $361 $525 $656 
DIXON $361 $525 $656 
DODGE $j, 984 $2,886 $-3, 608 
KNOX $3!6 $459 $574 
MADISON $0 $0 1i(l 
NANCE $22t. ~-328 $410 
PIERCE $451 $t.5b $820 
PLATTE $1,669 $2,427 $3.034 
STANTON $0 $0 $0 
THUR<:TON $90 $131 $164 
I~AYNE $!80 $262 $328 
) 
63 
TABLE 13 \CONTI 
EARNINGS ON EARNEST MONIES FOR COMMERCIAL SALES 
RATE Of RETURN 
INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 
1:: C'f 
.J, .,.,,, 8.01. 10.01. 
--------- ---------
··--------
1 ·_t:30 ( CONT} 
SOUTH-WEST 
ARTHUR $0 $(1 $0 
CHASE $271 $394 $492 
DAWSON $541 $7f:7 $984 
DUNDY $271 $394 $492 
FRONTIER $316 $459 $574 
FURNAS %77 $984 $11230 
GOSPER $135 $197 $246 
GRANT $0 $0 $(1 
HAYES $90 $131 $11.4 
HITCHCOCK $90 $131 $164 
HOOKER $45 $66 $!Yi UL 
KEITH $722 $1,050 $1,312 
LINWLN $947 ~-1, 37t: $1,722 
LOGAN $0 $0 $0 
MCPHERSON $812 $1,181 $!,476 
PERI(INS $90 $1::1 $164 
RED WILLot~ $631 •191~: $1,148 
THOMAS $J~:5 $197 $24t. 
NORTH-CENTRAL 
BLAINE $0 lC $0 
BOYD ~·;";(; $131 $164 
BROWN $i,.•C l-.)-_1 $~97 i24t, 
CHEF:RY $31.:. 't4~9 ~.574 
CU~:TER $541 $787 $984 
GARFIELD $4~1 $66 $82 
GREELEY $,.}'•/. Li-.'..' $~:28 $410 
HOLT $496 $722 $90~ 
KEYA PAHA $0 $0 $0 
LCUP $0 $0 $0 
ROCK $)/(l $1::::1 $1!.4 
SHEF:MAN $271 $:194 <t49~ 
VALLEY $1·::.5 $197 'f246 
WHEE~ER $90 $131 $164 
PANHANCLE 
BANNER $45 $6t. $82 
BOX KlHE $::i.1 $525 $656 
CHEYENNE $677 $984 $!,230 
DAWES $135 $197 $246 
DEUEL $90 $131 $1tA 
GARDEN $";)(J $131 $164 
KIMBALL $541 $787 $984 
MORRILL $271 $~:94 $492 
SCOTTS BLUFF $1,669 $21427 $3,034 
SHERIDAN $451 $656 $820 




EARNINGS ON EARNEST MONIES FOR AGRICULTURAL SALES 
--------------------------------------------------
RATE OF RETURN 
INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 




NEBR. TOTALS $50,298 $73, 161 $91,451 
LINCOLN 
LANCASTER $801 $1,164 $1,456 
EAST-CENTRAL 
DOUGLAS $0 $0 $0 
SARPY $1,358 $1 '976 $2,469 
WASHINGTON .. $545 $792 $990 
SIOUX LAND 
DAKOTA $233 $339 $423 
SOUTH-EAST 
BUTLER $802 $ld6t. $1,458 
CA% $·~·")'j '..lLL. $1.196 $1,49:1 
FILLMORE $7'13 $1,153 $!, 442 
GAGE $1,166 '!1,696 $2,120 
,IEFFERc.ON >704 $1,023 $1,279 
,IOHNSON $2t.~l $3:::5 $481 
NEMAHA $120 $175 i')fQ . .:..1.· 
OTOE $L062 ~1. 545 $1,932 
PAWNEE $3,1,(i $524 $65~5 
POLK pr '-.!' I $548 $685 
R I CHARD,:ON $642 $934 $1, 16:?. 
SALINE ~1,17':3 $~,735 $2, 16S'' 
SAUNDERS $701. $1,027 $1,28:: 
SEWARD $752 $!, :)94 $1,:368 
THAYER $819 ~1, t 91 $1,489 
YORK $1,470 $2,1:59 $;: l (,74 
SD(!TH-CH.-TRAL 
ADANS $1,~:5~ $1, S'67 $2,45'i 
BUFFALO 1901 ~1,311 $1,6:39 
CLAY $77/. $1,129 $1,412 
FRANKLIN $452 $658 $822 
HALL $!, 171 I 1.704 $2,130 
HAMILTON $966 $1, 406 $1,757 
HARLAN $409 $595 $744 
HOWARD $680 $99(1 $1,237 
KEARNEY $517 1753 $941 
MERRICK $263 $')1"1') vO...t $478 
NUCKOLLS $601 $874 $1,092 
PHELPS $468 $680 $850 
WEBSTER $542 $788 $985 
NORTH-EAST 
ANTELOPE $325 $472 $590 
BOONE $1,253 $L822 . $2,278 
BURT $465 $676 $:345 
CEDAR $810 $1,178 $1,A72 
COLFAX $301 $437 $547 
CUMING $864 $1,257 $1,571 
DIXON $105 $153 $191 
DODGE $679 $988 $i1,234 
KNOX $501 $728 $910 
MADISON $154 $224 $280 
NANCE $287 $418 $522 
PIERCE $c.04 $821 $1,026 
PLATTE $2,047 $2,977 $3,721 
STANTON $685 $997 $1,246 
THURSTON $216 $315 $393 
WAYNE $421 $613 $766 
'· / 
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TABLE 14 I CONTI 
EARNINGS ON EARNEST ~IONIES FOR AGRICULTURAL SALES 
--------------------------------------------------
RATE OF RETURN 
INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 




ARTHUR $0 $0 $0 
CHASE $43(:, $634 $792 
DAWSON $L262 $1,835 $2.294 
DUNDY $1, :::,;. $1,798 $2,248 
FRONTIER $219 $319 $398 
FURNAS $451 $657 $821 
GOSPER $1,012 $1,472 $1,840 
GRANT $13 $20 $24 
HAYES $0 $0 $0 
HITCHCOCK ·$101 $147 $183 
HOOKER $256 $372 $465 
KEITH $304 $443 $553 
LINCOLN $987 $1,436 $1,795 
LOGAN Ml1 $438 $-548 
MCPHERc;[rN %45 $938 $1.173 
PERUNS $294 $428 $535 
RED WILLOW $:357 $519 $M9 
THOMA'3 $~:3:3 $492 $614 
NORTH-CENTRAL 
BLAINE +~n t;.::_, $40 $50 
BOYD $135 $196 $24.~. 
BROWN 1129 $188 l-,-:,s:: 1....• ... • 
CHERRY $938 $1,364 $1,705 
CLIC:TER $/:.,77 $935 $1,232 
GARFIELD $15 $21 $27 
GREELEY $256 $372 $465 
HOLT $4t.5 $677 $846 
KEYA PAHA 'llf.O $233 $291 
LGUF ·f.32 $11 '! $149 
ROC!< 'fi07 $155 $194 
~.f-iERr1AN $505 $734 $918 
-JALLEY $25(1 $.364 $454 
WHEELER $74 $1(17 $134 
f'ANHANliLE 
BANNER $41 $59 $74 
BOX BUTTE $512 $745 $931 
CHEYENNE $786 $1,144 $1,430 
DAWES $75 $110 $137 
DEUEL $243 $353 $441 
GARDEN $277 $402 $503 
KIMBALL $421 $613 $766 
MORRILL $500 $728 $910 
SCOTTS BLUFF $918 $1,336 $1,669 
SHERIDAN $241 $351 $439 













TABLE 14 ICONTl 














































































































































































































TABLE 14 iCONTl 
EARNINGS ON EARNEST MONIES FOR AGRICULTURAL SALES 
--------------------------------------------------
RATE OF RETURN 
INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 





ARTHUR $19 $~,.:.. L'-' $35 
CHASE $489 $711 $889 
DAWSON $182 $2/.4 $330 
DUNDY $2,321 $3,376 $4,220 
FRONTIER $334 $485 $607 
FURNAS $506 $737 $921 
GOSf'ER $309 $450 $~162 
GRANT $0 $0 $0 
HAYES . $0 $0 $0 
HITCHCOCK $307 $447 $559 
HOOKER $10 $15 $18 
KEITH $263 $390 $488 
LH1COLN $917 $1,834 $1.668 
LOGAN $363 $528 $660 
MCPHERSON $773 $1,125 $1,406 
PERKINS $275 $400 $500 
RED WILLOW $450 $t55 $81~· 
THOMAS $132 $191 $2~:9 
NORTH-CENTRAL 
BLAINE $0 $0 f·O 
BOYD $281 $409 $511 
BROWN $:372 $541 $f:.,]f:.. 
CHERRY $1,047 $1,522 $1,90:.:~ 
CUSTER $1, (1:3(1 $1,499 $1,873 
GARFIELD $') $E: $lb 
GREELEY $303 l-'141 $551 
HOLT $48:3 $702 $877 
KEYA PAHA $cr,.-, ·Ji..,) $761 $952 
LOUP $299 $434 t.54~: 
f;OC:f: $175 ,,_~,f'"C :PL),_; $319 
SHER~IAN $:2:86 $Jt.1 $701 
VALLEY $')0~1 
.L'-'·' '!420 $52l:. 
WHEELER $71 $10:3 $128 
PANHANDLE 
BANNER $112 $16:3 $203 
BOX BUTTE $:386 $562 $702 
CHEYENNE $733 $1' 066 $1,333 
DAWES $151 $220 $275 
DEUEL $709 $1,031 $1,289 
GARDEN $432 $629 $786 
KIMBALL $286 $416 $520 
MORRILL $562 $817 $1,021 
SCOTTS BLUFF $666 $91.8 $1' 210 
cHERIDAN $317 $461 $577 
SIOUX $653 $950 $1,187 
) 
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TABLE 14 (C:ONTJ 
EARNINGS ON EARNEST MONIES FOR AGRICULTURAL SALES 
RATE OF RETURN 
INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 






NEBR. TOTALS $51,938 $75,546 $94,432 
LINCOLN 
LANCA~:TER $427 $622 $777 
EAST -CENTFiAL 
DOUGLAS $0 $0 $0 
SARPY $389 $566 $707 
WASHINGTON 
' 
$266 $387 $483 
S!OUXLAND 
DAKOTA $67 $9B $122 
SOUTH-EtY:;T 
BUTLER $865 $1,258 $L572 
CA::;t; $424 $1.17 $771 
FILU10RE $999 $1.45~: $1,8-16 
GAC:t:: 1L66f: $2, 42.~ . $3,033 
. JEFFERSON $121 $1/t. $220 
JOHt~:::ot·.; $143 $208 $2t.(l 
NEMAH11 $10,, $t:.o $187 
OTOE $742 $1,079 $1,349 
F'A~JNEE $241 $350 $437 
p:)U< $!,077 ${,566 $1,'158 
PI CHARD~:ON $483 no:: $:::78 
·:;ALINE $4,0:31 $5,937 $7,421 
SAUNDER': $80::: il,17~· $!' 469 
~:EWARD $414 $6(12 $752 
iHAYER $491 $714 $~!'7'~: 
YORI: $1,063 11, 54t. $1,932 
SOUTH-CHHRAL 
ADA~G $!.In $1' 733 $2, 1.~,(, 
BUFFALO $471. $(.93 $;31.1. 
CLAY $1,319 $1,918 $2,:398 
FRANKLIN $(:.15 $895 $1,118 
HALL $2,070 $3,010 $3,763 
HAMILTON $749 $1. o:::9 $1,361 
HARLAN $329 $479 $598 
HOWARD $851 $L238 $L:•47 
KEARNEY $319 $464 $580 
MERRICK $312 $454 $5t.s 
NUCKOLLS $534 $777 $971 
PHELPS $471 $684 $856 
WEBSTER $710 $1,032 $1,290 
NORTH-t:AST 
ANTELOPE $250 $3/.4 $4:.5 
BOONE $454 $661 $82L\ 
BURT $235 $342 $427 
CEDAR $339 $492 $616 
COLFAX $441 $642 $802 
CUMING $1,206 $], 754 $2,19'3 
!)! XON $678 $987 $1' 233 
DODGE $677 $984 $1,2~:0 
KNOX $107 $156 $195 
MADISON $210 $305 '!381 
NANCE $341 $496 f-620 
PIERCE $70 $102 $128 
PLATTE $764 $1' 111 $1,389 
c:TANTON $212 $3(18 $3~./:. 
THLIR~:TON $83 $121 $151 
WAYNE $142 $206 $258 
) 
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TABLE 14 (CONTI 
EARNINGS m~ EARNEST MONIES FOR AGf:ICLILTURAL SALES 
RATE OF RETURN 
INTeREST INTEREST 
EARNED AT EARNED AT 
5.5/. 8.0!. 
--------- ---------
ARTHUF: $0 $0 
CHASE $1,301 $1,892 
DAWSON $1,8:16 $2,699 
DUNDY $487 $708 
FRONTIER $311 $452 
FURNAS t47t: $6~15 
GQ':;PER $966 $1,405 
GRANT . $0 $0 
HAYES $42:3 $616 
HITCHCOCK $324 $471 
HOOKER $366 $5:;:2 
KEITH $2(:.3 $:382 
LlNCOLN $2,012 $2,927 
LOCW;N <t":•i $39 .. -;_, 
MCPHEPSOI'I $"Y1t:: t;_j._l $400 
PEF:KI~~s $Z'(l $'Yii ·-•1.~ 
RED ~JLLGW $307 $44t. 
THOMAS $ll4 tl!j, 
BLAINE )'! ij:.!) 
2{1YD ·$59 $85 
B?G~t; $2t:(l $407 
CHEF:r;·y >437 $6:35 
c:y:;TEF: $11 :):?4 '1>1' 4::::"~1 
GAFflEL[: $1/9 $2t.o (;f,fELEY $:207 $::::01 
H:)LT ~I o,c o:··-' $1, O:i 1 
rEYA ~AH(l f,:;J. $-118 
;_(!1_1~· 11:::7 $2i)i) 
F-!)J.~ Jlpf $~.4 
~:HEJ:N:'~i~ $677 ~·9t::, 
VALLEY $2:2? $334 
WHEEL of $261 $'"::79 
BANNER $241 $350 
BOX BUTTE $336 $489 
CHEYENNE $614 $894 
DAWES $23l $344 
DEUEL $258 $~:75 
GARDEN $~:20 $465 
KIMBALL $185 $2t.s 
MORRILL $433 $70:3 
SCOTTS BLUFF $361 $526 
SHERIDAN $319 $464 
SIOUX $574 $834 
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$792 $494 $996 
$1,950 
$1,045 $1,06'1 $!,!06 $131 $446 
$1' 157 $1,707 $6t.O 
-$378 $1,332 
''•-"' "~'"'""·''"~~·"'"'-' """-·t~ .... ""~,:l<i-i ""' .. ':?j.C_~l';,;~ . 
T~BLE 14 \CONTl 
EARNING'' ON EARNEST MONIES FOR AGRICULTURAL SALES 
RATE OF RETURN 
INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 
~;.5'/. s.e'l. 10.01. 
-------·-- ---------
---------
19:31 ( CONT J 
~:EGIONS 
c:OUTH-IJEST 
ARTHUR $86 f·125 $157 
CHASE $L225 $1,781 $'' ·Yil .:..ll..i-1 
DAWSON $1,358 $1,975 $2,469 
DUNDY $2.054 $2,987 $3,734 
FRONTIER $332 $483 $604 
FURNAS $291 $424 $529 
GO.SPER $782 $1, 1:37 $1.421 
GRANT $0 $0 $0 
HAYEt: ~ 4472 $687 $858 
HITCHCOCK $531 $772 $9(:.5 
HOOKER $210 $'305 $381 
KEITH $1, ~:29 $1,933 $2,416 
LINCOLN $~:,]:37 $5,4(:6 l·.), 795 
LOGAN ~7':.• ... , .... $1 (l.) $13) 
MCFHER·=:ON $520 $756 $945 
PERKIN'3 $1.614 $2,~:47 $2,934 
FHI WILLOW $436 %34 $792 
TH0/'1A~3 $43:5 $630 $787 
NORTH-CENTRAL 
BLAl!{E $f::; $124 $155 
BOYD ·t]l $1((: $1:29 
BROWN 'P250 Bt-4 $qS5 
CHERRY !1,30~ l1,(:99 t2.373 
CUSTER $787 $-1,145 $1,431 
GARFIELD d:Cf. +·.'·-· $81 $102 
GFHLEY 1A.~8 ${:.82 i853 
HOLT $n $135 $169 
KEYA FAHA $1()! $151 $1D·:i l\.'.' 
LOUF 1173 $25~ $315 
F:C(t $373 1:543 $.'.]') 
SHERMAN 1431 $.~.27 t784 
VALLEY $447 $650 $812 
WHEELER $106 $154 $192 
F'At~H<1NDLE 
8Af1NER $41 $t.o $75 
BOX BUTTE $1.111· $1,t.23 $2,028 
CHEYENNE $:320 $466 $582 
DAWES $237 $345 $432 
DEUEL $18'~ $2T5 $344 
GARDEN $119 $173 $216 
I(!MBALL $210 $305 $382 
MORRILL $540 $786 $982 
SCOTTS BLUFF $1,300 $Lf:91 $2.364 
SHERIDAN $330 w:o $600 














TABLE i4 \CONTi 



























































































































































































































TABLE 14 (CONTI 
























































































































































































EARNINGS ON DOWN-PAYMENT MONIES FOR RESIDENTIAL SALES 
------------------------------------------------------
RATE OF RETURN 
1984 
REGION COUNTY $$$ VALUE INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
OF EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 
SALES 5.5/. 8.0Y. 10.0/. 
------------ --------- ---------
---------
NEBR. TOTALS $81!; 70!, 176 $18,081 $2t.,299 $32,f.!74 
LINCOLN 
LANCASTER $13!,654,837 $2,9K~ $4,266 $5,332 
EA:oT -CENTRAL 
DOUGLAS $3lt.,688,683 $7,054 $10,261 $12,826 
SARPY $92,473,383 $2,060 $2,996 $3,745 
WASHINGTON $5,910,350 $132 $191 $239 
SIOUXLAND 
DAKOTA $5,655,258 $126 $183 $229 
SOUTH-EAST 
BUTLER $1,247,600 $28 $40 $51 
CASS $9,057,283 $202 $293 $367 
FILLMORE $!, 444,343 $ . ..,,.., 
"' 
$47 $58 
GAGE $9,689,633 $2!1. $314 $(:92 
,.JEFFERSON $1,954,628 $44 $6~: $79 
ciOHNSON $!,011), 700 $23 $")·) ._ ...... $41 
NEMHA $2,498,485 $56 $81 $101 
OTOE $3,237,311 ~~·-.. -+'."!... $105 $131 
PAWt;EE 1i254, 000 $/. $8 $10 
POLK <f837, 9::::4 $19 $27 $34 
RICHARDSON $1,558,705 $35 $51 $6:3 
SALINE $:3,419,535 $76 $111 $138 
5AUNDEF:S $5, ~:73, 725 $120 $174 $218 
SEWARD $3,537,697 $79 $115 $143 
THAYER $1, :355, 500 $30 $44 $~;s 
YORK $7,086,282 $158 $230 $287 
SOUTH-CENTRAL 
ADAM~. $13,481,%8 $.~:(H) $437 t546 
BUFFALO $12,'7:35,296 f288 $419 $524 
CLAY $!,512,<)01 $:34 $49 $61 
FRANKLIN $666,040 f·l5 po u $27 
HALL $24,715,552 $::151 $801 $1, OCll 
HAMILTON $3,307,060 m $107 $134 
HARLAN $658,155 $15 $21 $·27 
HOWARD $1,427,761 $'Y! ··-•J... $41. $58 
KEARNEY $!, 871., 727 $42 $61 $76 
MERRICK $1,666,400 $37 $54 $67 
NUCKOLLS $2,140,!76 $48 $6'1 $87 
PHELPS $3,395,!89 $76 $110 $138 
WEBSTER $766,575 $17 $'iC" ._, $31 
NORTH-EAST 
ANTELOPE $516,249 $11 $17 $21 
BOONE $787,050 $18 $26 $32 
BURT $1,086,694 $24 $35 $44 
CEDAR $1,499,213 $33 $49 $61 
COLFAX $2,370,480 $53 $77 $96 
CUMING $2,1911900 $49 $71 $39 
DIXON $719,340 $16 $23 $29 
DODGE $18,409,503 $410 $596 $746 
KNOX $860,390 $19 $"10 L'-' $:35 
MADISON $53,500 $1 $2 $2 
NANCE $610,720 $14 $20 $25 
PIERCE $945,450 $21 $31 $38 
PLATTE $14,748,72! $~.~!0 ·)J...' $478 $597 
STANTON $L936,325 $43 %3 $78 
THURSTON $204,250 $5 $7 $8 
WAYNE $2,666,119 $59 $86 $108 
' ·' 
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TABLE 15 (CONTJ 
EARNINGS ON DOWN-PAYMENT MONIES FOR RESIDENTIAL SALES 
------------------------------------------------------
RATE OF RETURN 
1984 (CONTJ 
REGION COUNTY $$$ VALUE INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
OF EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 





ARTHUR $39,861 $1 $1 $2 
CHASE $1,251,830 $'i0 •.. $41 $51 
DAWSON $5,081,665 $113 $165 $206 
Dl/NDY $385,595 $9 $12 $11. 
FRONTIER $263,731 $6 $9 $11 
FURNAo: $1.062,750 $24 $34 $43 
GOSPER $156,750 $3 $5 $6 
GRANT $44, !50 $1 $1 $2 
HAYES • $() $(1 $0 $0 HITCHCOCK $602,700 $13 $20 $24 
HOOKER $107.700 $2 $3 $4 
KEITH $3. 188,959 m $10:: $129 
LINCOLN $17.370.391 $337 $563 $704 
LOGAN $6(1, 400 $1 $2 $2 
MCPHERSON $13,301~977 $296 $431 $539 
PERUNS $20t:!500 <" .... ~1 $7 $0 
·'-' 
RED ~·J 1 LLO~l $5,422,219 $121 $17/. $220 
THOMnc: K:03, 784 $7 $10 $12 
NC!RT~-CENTF:AL 
BLAINE $:30, 700 tl $1 $1 
BOYD $125,100 $3 $4 $" ·.• 
BRO~N $t.?.:,, 400 H4 $21 $2b 
CHERRY $740,900 $17 $24 $30 
CiJ:::TER $2,4f:2, s~:8 $55 $80 $101 
GAf:FIELD $261,720 $.6 lf,O .'.! $11 
GREELEY $447,625 $1 (l $15 $18 
HOLT $1,379,600 $31 $45 'f5t. 
I:EVP• PAHF1 $0 $0 $0 lO 
:_erur $35,500 $1 $1 $1 
~·DcK $~:17' i)(J(l $7 $10 ll3 
~:HER/":AN $549,200 $12 >18 1·22 
'!ALLEY $901,725 $2(• ;n f.:JJ 
liHEELEF: $57,750 $1 $2 $2 
f'HNHANDLE 
BANNEF: $17,500 $0 $1 $1 
BOX BUTTE $6,263,(110 $140 $203 $254 
CHEYENNE $5.052.178 $113 $164 $205 
DAWES $2.267,158 $51 $73 $92 
DEUEL $529.000 $12 $17 $21 
GARDEN $406, 120 $9 $13 $16 
J(!MBALL $1,922,080 $43 $62 $7S 
MORRILL $1.073.450 $24 $35 $43 
SCOTTS BLUFF $12,200,953 $272 $395 $494 
SHERIDAN $985,526 $22 $32 $40 
:3JOUX $66,000 $1 $2 $3 
) 
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TABLE 15 (CONTJ 
EARNINGS ON DOWN-PAYMENT MONIES FOR RESIDENTIAL SALES 
------------------------------------------------------
RATE OF RETURN 
1983 
REGION COUNTY $$$ VALUE INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
OF EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 




NEBR. TOTALS $809,905,033 $18,041 $2/.,241 $32,801 
LINCOLN 
LANCASTER $125,796,564 $2,802 $4,076 $5,095 
EAST -CENTRAL 
DOL(iLAS $307,349,802 $('} 846 $9,958 $12,448 
SARPY $87,956,729 $1,959 $2,850 $3,51·2 
WASHINGTON $6,975,326 $155 $226 $283 
SIOUXLAND 
' DAKOTA $(:, 313,288 $141 $205 $256 
SOUTH-EAST 
BUTLER $1,633.928 $37 $C·) ._!._, $66 
C:ASS $8,182,047 $182 $265 $331 
FILU10RE $2,115,2'/1 $47 $69 $86 
GAGE: $11,225,056 $250 $3M $455 
,IEFFER':ON $1,825,177 $41 $59 $74 
.JOHN:':Qij $1,411,122 $:31 w. $57 
NEMAHA $2,384,750 $53 $77 $97 
CTOE $4,787,074 $107 $1:·5 $194 
PA~INEE $292,t:5(l $7 $9 $12 
POLK $962,950 $21 $31 $39 
R I CHARD:::;ON $!, 934,557 $43 $6~: $78 
~;ALINE $3,4n,957 $77 $''"" 1 !.·-· $141 
SAUNDHS $5,819,568 $130 $1:39 $236 
SEHARD $4 1 38.1' 225 $98 $142 H78 
THAYER $9f,2,000 $21 $31 $39 
YORK $8,140,934 $181 $264 $3c:o 
~:;OUTH-CENTR4L 
A DAft:: $14,4:}7,50(:. $':0') • • .'.L.L $4.~.8 $585 
BUFFALO $l.2,82'L852 $-2t:.:. $416 $519 
CLAY $!, 124, 1'10 $25 $36 Ht. 
FRANKLIN $.~17,675 $14 $20 $25 
HALL $2C.. 748,902 $596 $:)/.7 $1, 08:3 
HAM;LTON $:3, 2S·6,589 $Tl $107 $134 
HARLAN $1, 38t., 245 $31 $45 $56 
HOWARD $8t:.4, 3~17 $19 $"10 LV $35 
KEARNEY $1,69:3,300 $38 $55 $69 
MERRICK $!,479,550 $33 $48 $60 
NUCKOLLS $!,67!, 120 $37 $54 $68 
PHELPS $3,010,169 $67 $00 N $122 
WEFSTER $t.22, 728 $14 $20 $25 
NORTH-EAST 
ANTELOPE $744,600 $17 $24 $30 
BOONE $948,105 $21 $31 $38 
BURT $1,195,750 $27 $39 $48 
CEDAR $1,403,925 $31 $45 $57 
COLFAX $), 870,192 $42 $/.1 $76 
CU!11NG $2,475, :JOO $55 $80 $100 
DIXON $931 I 255 $~1. L< $<:0 $':10 
"'' DODGE $15,892,068 $354 $515 $1.44 
KNOX $877,000 $20 $23 $36 
MADISON $5,000 $0 $0 $0 
NANCE $515,000 $11 $17 $21 
PIERCE $620,500 $14 $20 $/5 
PLATTE $14,006,608 $312 $454 $567 
STANTON $1,625,607 $36 $53 $M 
THURSTON $438,450 $1 'J $14 $18 
WAYNE $2,120,350 $47 $t.9- $86 
) 
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TABLE 15 (CONTJ 
EARNINGS ON DOWN-PAYMENT MONIES FOR RESIDENTIAL SALES 
------------------------------------------------------
RATE OF RETURN 
1983 {CONT} 
REGION COUNTY $$$ VALUE INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
OF EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 





ARTHUR $0 $0 $0 $0 
CHAt;£ $1,5%,926 $36 $52 $65 
DAWSON $5,458,383 $122 $177 $221 
DUNDY $390,900 $9 $13 $16 
FRONTIER $499,10<) $11 $16 $20 
FURNAS $1,247,40(1 $28 $40 $51 
GOSPER $21 ],(>50 $5 $7 $9 
GRANT $325,600 $7 $11 $13 
HAYES $5,000 $0 $0 $0 
HITCHCOCK $465,725 $10 $15 $19 
HOOKER $llt=:,350 $3 $4 $5 
KEITH $5,527,683 $123 $179 $224 
LINCOLN $18,468,175 $411 $598 $748 
LOGAN $75,850 $2 $2 p 
" MCPHERSON $14,7(1:3,401 $o-.o '-'"-"-' $476 $595 
PERnNS $290,550 $6 $9 $12 
RED WILLOW $,!:., 907, 085 $154 $224 $280 
THOMAS $37,050 $2 <0 $4 +'·-· 
NORTH-CENTRAL 
BLAiNE 'El,600 $1 $1 ,, 
·' BOYD il75,5(l0 $4 $6 $7 
BROWN $7:3(1, 700 $1(. $24 $c:o 
CHERRY $71:.:?,079 >17 $'"•C" LJ $31 
CUSTER $2,526.200 $56 ${:.'') ,_,._ $102 
GARfiELD $238,100 $5 $0 ,, $10 
GREELEY $185,900 $4 f·t. $'::' '< 
HOLT $1,921,840 $43 $(:.2 $78 
KEYA PAHA $11,00~1 $0 $0 $0 
LOUP $82.700 $2 $-3 >" 
" ROCK $2(l~t,500 $5 $7 $8 
SHERMAti $543,225 $12 $18 $22 
VALLEY $1 '~~::::, 920 $'<') 
--'L $47 $58 WHEELER $0 $(1 $0 t(l 
PANHANDLE 
BANNER ~0 $0 $0 $0 
BOX BUTTE $7,463.382 $166 $242 $:;:02 
CHEYENNE $4,382,722 $98 $142 $17:3 
DAWES $2,247,153 $50 $73 $91 
DEUEL $606,310 $14 $20 $25 
GARDEN $557,800 $12 $18 $23 
KIMBALL $1,282.528 $29 $42 $52 
MORRILL $1,094,200 $24 $35 $44 
SCOTTS BLUFF $16,464,175 $367 $533 $667 
SHERI HAN $619,227 $14 $20 $25 
SIOUX $56,000 $1 $2 $2 
) 
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TABLE 15 (COrm 
EARNINGS ON DOWN-PAYMENT MONIES FOR RESIDENTIAL SALES 
------------------------------------------------------
RATE OF RETURN 
REGION COUNTY $$$ VALUE INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
OF EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 






NEBR. TOTAL~: $552 I 337 I 09~: $12,303 $17,896 $22,370 
LINCOLN 
LANCASTER $85,510,300 $1,905 $2,771 $3,463 
EAST-CENTRAL 
DOUGLAS $188,648,097 $4,202 $6,112 $7,640 
SARPY $70,412.189 $1,568 $2,281 $2,852 
WASHINGTON $4,475,428 $93 $135 $169 
SIOUXLAND 
DAKOTA $~:,299,570 $73 $107 $1::4 
SOUTH-EA:iT 
BUTLER $1,120,602 $25 $36 $45 
CASS $4,278,301 $95 $139 $173 
FILU10RE i-1,065,125 $24 $35 $43 
G~~GE $'1,286,1/f:., $207 $301 $376 
,!EFFERSON $2}289,850 $51 $74 $93 
.JOHI~::.oN $672, ~:(>(; $15 $"~' L< $27 
NEMAHA $22,111,150 $4'13 $716 $896 
OTOE $2,812,820 $63 $91 $114 
PAWNEE $204,200 $5 $7 $8 
POLK $899.195 $20 $"')0 'L..! $:3t. 
RICHARDSON $1' 280, ~:91 $29 $41 $52 
SALINE $2, tAt., 259 $59 $86 $107 
SAUNDERS $3' 5371 93:3 $79 $115 $14:: 
'3EWARD $3,199,146 $71 $104 $130 
THfiYER $1,727,715 $38 $5(:. $70 
YiJRK $5,910,3'15 $132 $191 $239 
::::OUTH-CENTRAL 
ADAMe· $11,416.784 $254 $370 $4f.2 
BUFFALO $10,589,49t: $236 $:343 $429 
CLAY $89~~,181 $20 $29 $36 
FRANKLIN $764,800 $17 $25 $31 
HALL $20.0441649 $446 $649 $812 
HA~IIL TON $1,980,400 $44 $64 $80 
HARLAN $858.757 $19 $':10::0 
"" 
$35 
HOWARD $827,899 $18 $27 $34 
KEARNEY $1,639,720 $37 $53 $66 
MERRICK $1,258.953 $28 $41 $51 
NUCKOLLS $11.!1!.994 $248 $360 $450 
PHELPS $2.070.!70 $46 $67 $84 
WEBSTER $897.227 $20 $29 $36 
NORTH-EAST 
ANTELOPE $459.750 $10 $15 $19 
BOONE $'111,681 $20 $30 $37 
BURT $632,000 $14 $20 $2b 
CEDAR $!,418,525 $32 $46 $57 
COLFAX $1,316,150 $29 $43 $53 
CUMING $11583,447 $35 $51 $64 
DIXON $455,600 $10 $15 $18 
DODGE $13, 1c:9, 744 $293 $426 $532 
KNOX $763,900 $17 $.~,~:: L. .. l $31 
MADISON $22,500 $1 $1 $1 
NANCE $746,050 $17 $24 i:3(l 
PIERCE $8841100 $20 $29 $36 
PLATTE $7,645,272 $170 $248 $310 
STANTON $1' 098, 200 $24 $J6 $44 
THURSTON $431' 740 $10 $f4 $17 
WAYNE $1,499,500 $33 $49 $61 
} 
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TABLE 15 I CONTI 
EARNINGS ON DOWN-PAYMENT MONIES FOR RESIDENTIAL SALES 
------------------------------------------------------
RATE OF RETURN 
1 982 I CONTI 
F:EGION COUNTY $$$ VALUE INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
OF EARNED AT EAF:NED AT EARNED AT 





ARTHUR $1.111,500 $')<:: 
__ , 
$36 $45 
CHASE $687,149 $15 $22 $28 
DAWSON $51342,383 $119 $173 $216 
DUNDY $357,115 $8 $12 $14 
FRONTIER $558,770 $12 $18 P'' 
'" FURNAS $1,267,234 $28 $41 $51 
GOSPER $435t325 $10 $14 $18 
GRANT $119t850 $3 $4 $5 
HAYES $55,100 $1 $2 $2 
HITCHCOCK $349,930 $8 $11 $14 
HOOKER $18:-r, 626 $4 $6 $8 
KEITH $3,274,060 $73 $106 $1~::3 
LINCOLN $10,606,942 $236 $344 $430 
LOGAN $23,500 $1 $1 $1 
MCPHERSON $10,972,011 $244 $355 $444 
f'ERKINS $489197'5 $11 $16 $20 
RED WILLOW $5, 2:34' 995 $117 $170 $212 
THOMAS $106,200 $2 p ·~ $4 
NORTH-CENTRAL 
BLrriNE $81800 $0 $0 $0 
BOYD $17 J, 600 $4 $t. F 
' BROWN $~:84,449 $9 $12 $lt. 
CHERRY $552,648 $12 $18 $ .. :n 
CUSTER $2,217,841 $49 $72 $90 
GARFIELD $142,925 p 
" 
$5 $1. 
GREELEY $4141250 $9 $13 $17 
HOLT $1,(1091850 $22 $33 $41 
KEYA PAHA $33,300 $1 $1 $-1 
LOUP $5,100 $0 $0 $0 
ROCK $447,750 $1 (l $15 $lf! 
SHERtiAN $342,850 $8 $11 $14 
VALLEY $L283~718 $"~!(} $42 $c·2 
~HEELER $14160(1 $0 $0 H 
FWJHANDLE 
BANNER $:33, (J(I(l $1 $1 $1 
BOX BUTTE $4,829,19:3 i>l08 $156 $1'i·~· 
CHEYENNE $2,nJ,414 $62 $90 $113 
DAWES $1,362,589 $:30 $44 <"" ..,._1,_1 
DEUEL $777,099 $17 $25 $31 
GARDEN $356,250 $8 $12 $14 
KIMBALL $11218,415 $27 $39 $49 
MORRILL $839, oo~, $19 $27 $34 
SCOTTS BLUFF $7,802,751 $174 $253 $316 
SHEF:IDAN $5301390 $12 $17 $21 





TABLE 1c• \CONTl 
EARNINGS ON DOWN-PAYMENT MONIES FOR RESifENTIAL SALES 
------------------------------------------------------
RATE OF RETURN 
REGION COUNTY $$$ VALUE INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
OF EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED 11T 





NEBR. TOTALS $679,189,681 $15,129 $22.006 $27,507 
LINCOLN 
LANCASTER $89,411,259 $L992 $2,897 $3,621 
EAST-CENTRAL 
DOUGLAS $199,254,473 $4,438 $6,456 $8,070 
SARPY $71,813,763 $!. 600 $2,327 $2,908 
WASHINGTON $3,705,469 $84 $122 $153 
S!OUXLAND 
DAKOTA $4,910,078 $109 $159 $199 
SOUTH-EAST 
BUTLER $1,783,747 $40 $58 $72 
CASS $7,559,853 $1L.,S $245 $306 
FILLMORE $1,969,390 $44 $64 $80 
GAGE $7,478,004 $167 $242 $303 
c!EFFERSON $!,649,562 $37 $53 $67 
,.JOHNSON $1,03t.,t.01 $,...,.") ".t....J $34 $42 
NHIAHA $1,999,967 $45 $-65 $81 
OTOE 13.407' 703 $76 $110 $13B 
PAWNEE $393,524 $9 $13 $16 
POLK $920,4t.? $21 $30 $37 
RICHARDSON $2101:3,346 $45 $65 $:',2 
SALINE $2,5'12, 791 $58 $C:4 $105 
SAUNDERS $~:,692,055 $0·~· ._. ... $120 $!50 
SEWARD $3,280,257 $73 $106 $1~::3 
THAYER $1,363,208 BO $44 $55 
YORK $4,494,624 $l(H) $146 $10') l '-'.<. 
SOUTH-CENTRAL 
ADAMS $14,'573,7~:5 $')"")!:" .... ·;...~! $472 $59r) 
BUFFALO $12,569,820 $280 $407 $509 
CLAY $1,161,225 P' cc• $38 $47 
FRANKLIN $660.2!5 $15 $21 $27 
HALL $21,039,545 $469 $682 $8:·2 
HAMILTON $2.511.125 $56 $81 $102 
HA!;tAN $523,900 $12 $17 $21 
HOWARD $682.775 $15 $22 $'10 cv 
!;EARNEY $1,631,600 $36 $1:"? 
·-"' $61. 
MERRICK $1 '236, 420 $29 $42 $52 
NUCKOLLS $1,512,198 $34 $49 $61 
PHELPS $3,046,863 $68 $99 $123 
oiEBSTER $949,120 $21 $31 $~~:3 
NORTH-EAST 
ANTELOPE $805, 132 $18 $26 $'='') ·-•-J 
BOONE $862,285 $19 $28 $35 
BURT $!,375,700 $31 $45 $56 
CEDAR $1.343,475 $30 $44 $54 
COLFAX $1.593.000 $35 $52 $65 
CUMING $1,343,852 $30 $44 $54 
DIXON $461,030 $!0 $15 $19 
DODGE $14,713,745 $328 $477 $5% 
KNOX $243,500 $19 $27 $34 
MADISON $0 $0 $0 $(1 
NANCE $577.202 $!3 $19 $23 
PIERCE $1,293,524 $29 $42 $':-' . .~ ... 
PLATTE $1,137,772 $')C" 
•·' 
$37 $41. 
STANTON $I, 330, BOO $30 $4" $54 
THURSTON $771' 085 $17 $25' $31 
WAYNE $2,314.951 $52 $75 $94 
' / 
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TABLE 15 I CONTJ 
EARNINC0 ON DOWN-PAYMENT MONIES FOR RESIDENTIAL SALES 
------------------------------------------------------
RATE OF RETURN 
1981 !CONTJ 
REGION COUNTY $$$ VALUE INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
OF EARNED AT EARNED AT EA~'NED AT 





ARTHUR $0 $0 $0 $0 
CHASE $1,!60.630 $26 $38 $47 
DAWSON $5,456,235 $122 $177 $221 
DUNDY $461,281 $10 $15 $19 
FRONTIER $499,5\34 $11 $16 $20 
FURNAS $1,113.150 $·-,C u $36 $45 
GOSPER $188,000 $4 $6 $8 
GRANT $45,250 $1 $1 $2 
HAYES $6,700 $0 $0 $0 
HITCHCOCK $483,000 $11 $16 $20 
HOOKER 
' 
$0 $0 $0 $0 
KEITH $3,533,321 $79 $114 $143 
LINCOLN $14,102,423 $314 $457 $571 
LOGAN $97.700 $2 p 0 $4 
MCPHERSON $')8, 999,674 $2,205 $3,208 $4,009 
PERKINS $727,200 $11. $24 $29 
RED WILLOW $5, m.,624 $129 $187 $2:34 
THOMAS $126,500 $.3 $4 $5 
NOf'TH-CENlRAL 
BLAINE $2b, 250 $1 $1 $1 
BOYD $154,n.t $') 
-· 
$5 $6 
BROWN $740,376 $17 $24 $:)) 
CHERRY $925,799 $21 $30 $37 
CUSTER $2,818,670 $63 $91 $114 
GARFIELD $211,300 $5 $7 $9 [if{EELEY $159d75 $4 $5 $6 
HOLT $1,250,150 $28 $41 $51 
KEYA PAHA $37,000 $1 $1 >1 
LOLIP $93,(100 $2 $" ,. $4 
ROCK $401,600 $9 $13 Ht· 
SHERMAN $310,350 $7 $1(1 $1 :: 
VALLEY $1,116,015 $25 '*"36 $45 
WHEELER $7, 7~.0 $1) $0 $0 
PANHANDLE 
BANNER $0 $0 $0 $0 
BOX BUTTE $6,171.261 $137 $200 $250 
CHEYENNE $3,446,145 $77 $112 $140 
DAWES $2,782,3:25 $62 $90 $11'' 
DEUEL $552,800 $12 $13 $72 
GARDEN $87.995 $2 $3 $4 
KIMBALL $1,227,875 $27 $40 $50 
MORRILL $363.020 $19 $28 $:::5 
SCOTTS BLUFF $14.407.507 $321 $467 $5S4 
SHERIDAN $793,050 $18 $26 $'YI ·~•.i... 
SIOUX $112.500 $') 0 $4 $5 
) 
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TABLE 15 (CONTl 
EARNINGS ON DOWN-PAYMENT MONIES FOR RESIDENTIAL SALES 
------------------------------------------------------
RATE OF RETURN 
REGION COUNTY $$$ VALUE INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
OF EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 
SALES 5.57. 8.0!. IO.Oi. 
------------- --------- --------- ---------
19t:!) 
NEBR. TOTALS $707,496,864 $15,759 $22,923 $28,654 
L INC:.!LN 
LANCASTER $109,499,556 $2,439 $3,543 $4,435 
EAST -CENTRAL 
DOUGLAS $228,412,942 $5,0:38 $7,401 $9,251 
SARPY $79,:343,8:31 $l.767 $2,571 $3,213 
flASHING TON $3,359,424 $75 $109 $136 
:3IOUXLAND 
DAKOTA :Pt.,!)t:;!,317 $134 $l'i5 $244 
SCUTH-EA:JT 
8UTLEF $1!078,923 $24 $35 $44 
CA::s $7,72'.~,119 ·$172 $250 K:13 
FILLMORE $2,107,505 ·t47 $6:3 $85 
c;AGE $6,-?::::5,M2 $154 $225 $281 
JEFFERSON f2,107, 177 $47 $68 $35 
.JJHNSCIN $447,600 $10 $15 $18 
NEMAHA $1,B9:3,533 $42 $61 $77 
OTOE $5,368,271 $120 $174 $217 
PAwNEE $267~850 $6 $9 $11 
POLK $1,046,073 ·$2:3 $34 $42 
R I CHARD~:;ON ·~1,881,757 $42 $!.1 $76 
:3ALINE $4, 162.379 $9:3 1135 $11>9 
SAUNDERS $3,97B,524 $89 $129 $161 
·:.EWARD $4,431,857 $9') $144 $17° 
THAYEF: $1,687,222 $38 $55 $<:,:] 
YDRK $5,89:3,588 $131 $191 $23'7 
SOUTH-CENTRAL 
ADA~ IS $15,027,272 $335 $487 $609 
BUFFALO $14,413,332 $321 $4!.7 $5~:4 
CLAY $1,409,282 >31 $46 $57 
FRANKLW $914,!00 $20 $30 $37 
HALL $32,699,917 $728 $1,059 $1,324 
HAMILTON $3,50~,656 $78 $114 $14.2 
HARLAN $1,!16,596 pc "0 $3b $45 
HOWARD $1,014.425 $23 $33 $41 
KEARNEY $1,365,850 $:)1) $44 $55 
tiERRICK $1,923,620 $43 $62 $7S 
NUCKOLLS $L217,055 $27 $::9 $49 
PHELPS $3,255,325 $73 $105 $132 
WEBSTER $L104,250 $25 $36 $45 
NORTH-EAST 
ANTELOPE $936,(>00 $21 $30 $38 
BOONE $1,352d90 $30 $44 $~;5 
BURT $1,160,013 $26 $33 $47 
CEDAR $1.517,550 $34 $49 $61 
COLFAX $2.193' 530 $49 $71 $89 
COMING $2,535,815 $56 $82 $103 
DIXON $627, 00(1 $14 $20 $25 
DODGE ·$18.087,393 $403 $586 '1/:"3 
KNOX $1,449,537 $32 $47 $59 
MADISON $0 $0 $0 $0 
NANCE $771,050 $17 $25 $31 
PIERCE $694,620 $15 $23 $"10 L'' 
PLATTE $11,979,257 $267 $388 $485 
STANTON $2,071,685 $46 $67 $.94 
THURSTON $389,175 $9 $13 $16 
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EARNINGS ON DOIJN-PAYMENT MONIES FOR COMMERCIAL SALES 
-----------------------------------------------------
RATE OF RETURN 
1984 
REGION COUNTY $$$ VALUE INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
OF E~RNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 
~.ALES 5.:::1. 8.0!. 10.01. 
------------ ---------
--------- ----------
NEBR. TOTALS $225,281,3~:2 $5,018 $7,299 $9,124 
LINCOLN 
LANCASTER $31,970,252 $712 $1,036 1-1,295 
m::T -CENTRAL 
DOUGLAS $107,795,593 $2,401 $3,493 $4,36/. 
SARPY $12,271.981 $273 $398 $4'?7 
WASHINGTON $1,383,775 $31 $45 $56 
SIOUXLAND 
DAKOTA $1, 288,,55 $:::9 $42 $52 
SOUTH-EA~:T 
BUTLER $71,800 p .L 
'" 
•L $3 
CASS $1,275,973 $28 $41 $~~, 
·-'L. 
FILLMORE $134,?35 $3 $4 $5 
GAGE $809,530 $18 $26 $33 
ciEFFERSON $529,700 $12 $17 
" 
$21 
.JOHNSON $1:,5~ 632 $:1 $5 $(. 
NEMAHA $285,t:77 $6 $9 $12 
OTOE $902,700 $20 $29 $':01 ._,, 
PAfiNEE $40, ::::5:) $j f. 1 $"' 
POLK $543,7:37 $~2 $18 <f-22 
R I CHARD~:ON $~8:;, 031 $~~ $12 $14 
SALINE $1,194,900 $27 ·p·J ··-'.? $4:3 
SAUNDER~: $h3,000 $!7 oi .-.c-
->'L·-' $:~:1 
SEWARD $219, .~.75 tS $7 $9 
THAYER $172,(:5(1 $4 l6 $7 
YORK $2) 2:3(:., 534 $~.; $74 ~-93 
'::OUTH-CENTRAL 
ADA~to 45,10"::,899 $114 <!: 1 L ' ..,~·-·t· '!207 
BUFFALO $4,1(.~;, 7(i4 $93 11~:5 H69 
CU'd $!4J.i.2(, n $5 $6 
FF:ANKLif~ $110,499 -t··; t4 $4 
'" HALL i20,3(:.1,374 $454 $UA) 1:::25 
HAmLTON $407,000 4:9 $1:3 $1(:. 
HARLAN $256,121 $6 $':1 
'" 
$!0 
HOWARD $153,750 p _, ¢C <J $6 
KEARNEY $37,350 $j $1 $2 
MERRICK $248,680 $6 $8 $10 
NUCKOLLS $172,600 $4 $6 $7 
PHELPS $483,000 $11 $16 $20 
WEBSTER $67.000 $1 $2 $3 
NORTH-EAST 
ANTELOPE $23,250 $1 
"' 
., $1 
BOONE $59,000 $1 $2 $2 
BURT $126,350 $3 $4 $5 
CEDAR $480,5{:.5 $11 $1/. $19 
COLFAX $116,750 $3 $4 $5 
CUMING $170,500 $4 $6 $7 
DIXON $79,700 $2 $3 $3 
DODGE $3,933,024 $88 $127 $159 
KNOX $7'1, 055 $2 $3 '" >o 
MADISON $0 $(1 $0 $0 
NANCE $12,158 $0 $0 $0 
PIERCE $7}500 $0 $0 $0 
PLATTE $Lf.58,935 $37 $54 $67 
STANTON $68,500 $2 $2 $'' 0 
THURSTON $12,500 $0 $0 $1 




TABLE 16 iCONTl 
EARNINGS ON DOHN-PAYMENT MONIES FOR COMMERCIAL SALES 
-----------------------------------------------------
RATE OF RETURN 
1934 ICONTl 
REGION COUNTY $$$ VALUE INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
OF EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 





ARTHUR $0 $(1 $0 $0 
CHASE $89,500 $2 $3 $4 
DAWSON $747,676 $17 $24 $30 
DUNDY $21,350 $0 $1 $1 
FRONTIER $30, 000 $1 $1 $1 
FURNAS $148,700 $3 $5 $6 
GOSPER $2(1,000 $0 $1 $1 
GRANT $85.000 $2 $3 $3 
HAYES $0 $0 $0 $0 
HITCHCOCK $52,000 $1 $2 $2 
HOOKER $52,500 $1 $2 $2 
KEITH $333,5QO $7 $11 $14 
LINCOLN $5, 95~:, 389 $133 $193 $241 
LOGAN $174,500 $4 $6 $7 
MCPHERSON $4,511,574 $100 $146 $183 
PERKINS $25t000 >I $1 $1 
RED WILLO\~ $1,148,672 $26 $37 $47 
THOMAS $0 $(1 $(1 $(1 
NORTH-CENTRAL 
BLAINE $67,000 $1 p L $3 
BOYD $4,000 $.[1 $0 $11 
BROWN $323,345 $7 $10 $13 
CHERRY $2%,441 $7 $10 $12 
cu:c:TER $105,800 $2 $3 $4 
CiARFIELD $~:5,500 $I $1 $1 
GREELEY •$224,650 $5 $~, 
·' 
$9 
HOLT $~!15, 500 $7 $1(1 $1~: 
ITYA PAH.A $26.044 $1 $1 $1 
LOUP $121000 $0 $(1 $(1 
ROCK $50. I)(J(J $1 $2 $2 
SHERMAN $7[11 997 $2 $::: $3 
VALLEY $101,000 $"' L $"J 
-· 
$4 
WHEELER $65,730 11 $2 p 
" PANHANDLE 
BANNER $0 $0 $0 $(1 
BOX BUTTE $800,889 $18 $26 $32 
CHEYENNE $1.494.100 $"71') ~'·.) $48 $.;.1 
DAWES $!:_.73. st.s $15 $22 $27 
DEUEL $71,85::: $2 $2 $3 
GARDEN $48.750 $1 $2 $2 
IJMBALL $1/:..2,500 $4 $5 $7 
MORRILL $148,250 p 
·-· 
$5 $6 
SCOTTS BLUFF $3,246,294 $72 $105 $131 
SHERIDAN $2381525 $5 $8 $10 




:PtK:: 16 <:=.m~Ti 
EAF:NJNGS ON DOWN-PAYMENT MONIES FOR C~li1~1ERCJAL SALES 
-----------------------------------------------------
RATE OF RETURN 
REGION COUNTY H$ VALUE INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
OF EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 





NEBR. TOTALS $167,727,973 $3.736 $5,434 $6,793 
LINCOLN 
LANCASTER $32,5t.2, 134 $725 $L055 $1,319 
EAST-CENTRAL 
DOUGLAS $1.:.81 9321 779 $1,535 $2,233 $2,792 
:3ARF'Y $18,130,057 $404 $5S7 $734 
WASHINGTON $758,239 $17 $25 $31 
SIOUXLAND 
DAKOTA $669,71.:.6 $15 $22 $27 
SOUTH-EAST 
BUTLER $82,!'·00 $2 $3 $" 
" CASS $5:37,116 $12 $17 $':ri LL 
FILLMORE $236,729 $5 $8 $10 
GAGE $3,5261919 $79 $114 $143 )EFFERSON $293,708 $7 $10 $12 
JOHNSON $229,953 <' +-·-' $7 $9 
NEMAHA $179,000 $4 $6 $7 
OTOE $643,700 $14 $21 $21. 
PAWNEE $17,000 $0 $1 $1 
POLK $2,837,700 %:c: ;t•::!~l +'-''- $115 
RICHARDSON $25,500 $1 $1 $1 
SALINE $503,'/00 $11 $16 $20 
SAUNDERS 1=·60t.,2t.s $14 $20 $'JC ',£_,_! 
SEWARD $1,0081829 $~,r, L. f=i':O ...,.,_. $41 
THAYER $36,500 $1 il $1 
YOF'.K $2,296,6~11) $:d $74 $')1~: 
SOUT!-:-CENTHAL 
ADAMS $3, (0::;:,300 $.~.9 $100 H25 
BUFFALO $(:.,5(:.1,800 It l 'L ... 'lj-._, $'!' '') -,_1·~' 1-~t-6 
CLAY $11:3,200 $3 $4 $5 
FRANt:L I f·i $245,645 15 $8 HO 
HALL $5,391,028 $120 _..i"'7C llf-J $21:3 
HAMILTON $615,000 $14 120 $25 
HARLAN $97,000 $2 n ~4 
HOWARD $12,500 $0 $(l $1 
KEI1RNEY $1,2:37,69:3 $2? $42 $<: .. j ,>L 
MERRICK $61,740 $1 $2 $'' 
·-· 
rJUCl:OLLS $338,351 $-8 $11 $14 
PHELPS $~:31,863 $9 $12 *15 
WEB:3TER $206,609 $5 $7 $8 
NORTH-EAST 
ANTELOPE $133,500 $3 $4 $5 
BOONE $54,755 $1 $2 $2 
BURT $111,750 $2 $4 $5 
CEDAR $142,900 $3 $5 $6 
COLFAX $554,783 $12 $18 $'"0 ·-~ CUMING $284,000 $6 $9 $12 
DIXON $153,000 $4 $5 $6 
DODGE $2.197,256 $49 $71 $89 
KNOX $220,500 $5 $7 $9 
MADJc;ON $24,000 $1 $1 $1 
NANCE $10,000 $0 $0 $0 
PIERCE $94,500 $2 p _, $4 
PLATTE $2,167,585 $48 $70 $:38 
STANTON $13,500 $() $0 $1 
THURSTON $5,000 ~-0 $0 $!) 










TABLE 1(:. (COt.'; i 








































































































































































































































TABLE 16 !CONTI 
EARNINGS ON DOWN-PAYMENT MONIES FOR COMMERCIAL SALES 
-----------------------------------------------------
RATE OF RETURN 
1982 
REGION COUNTY $$$ VALUE INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
OF EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 




NEBR. TOTALS $117~965,982 $2,/:..28 $3,822 $4.778 
LINCOLN 
LANCASTER $23,502,708 1>635 $923 $1,154 
EAST-CENTRAL 
DOUGLAS $43, t.2(l) 144 $972 $1.413 $L767 
SARPY $10,166,3~:2 $226 $329 $412 
>IA:c:H fNGTON $480.000 $11 $16 $)9 
S!OUXLAND 
DAKOTA $434,875 $10 ll4 $18 
SOUTH-EA::T 
BUTLER $189,000 $4 $6 ·$::: 
CAS$ $130,000 -~3 $4 ., .... _l 
F!LLI10RE ·~307 I J()'l $7 l!O t12 
GAGE $234,400 $5 .. - $9 c>'·=· ,JEFFER~:ON 1i15LOOO $3 $5 $6 
._!OH~J~:ON $131,000 $3 $4 $5 
NEMAHA $292,100 $7 ~0 
" 
$12 
nne • ,L ..... $450,650 110 $15 $13 
F'AWNEE $15,140 PO $0 $1 
POLK $114.432 $:3 $4 $5 
RICHARDSON $358,800 $8 $12 H5 
SALINE •$291' .~.(10 ·~f. $9 $12 
SAUNDERS $636 .• 500 >14 $21 $2-~. 
:3EWARD $284,250 ·:t6 $9 >12 
THAYER ·$66,500 $! $2 $:] 
YOR\(. $502,410 >11 'i>lt. $2(1 
SOUTH-CENTRAL 
ADAMS $1,348.280 $30 $44 $55 
BUFFALO $2,286,700 $51 $74 $93 
CLAY $146,500 B ·$5 $.) 
FRANKLIN $89,400 $2 $.3 H 
HALL $6,011.515 $134 $195 $243 
HAMILTON $244,372 $5 $'::. •o $10 
HARLAN $47.000 $1 $2 $2 
HOWARD $892,341 $20 $29 $36 
KEARNEY $32.JOO $2 $3 $3 
NERR!CK $20,1)00 $0 $1 $1 
NUCKOLLS $78.350 $2 $3 $"") 0 
PHELPS $625,357 $14 $20 $25 
WEBSTER $4S,300 $! $2 $2 
NORTH-EAST 
ANTELOPE $206,600 $5 $7 $8 
BOONE $138.500 $3 $4 $6 
BURT $101,900 $2 $3 $4 
CEDAR $69,730 $2 $2 $3 
COLFAX $747,930 117 $24 $30 
CUM!NG $45,000 $1 $1 $2 
DIXON $393,000 $9 $13 $16 
DODGE $!,676.590 $37 154 $6:3 
KNOX >O $0 $0 $0 
MADISON $0 $0 $0 $0 
NANCE $4'1,500 $! $2 $2 
PIERCE $37,900 $! $! $2 
PLATTE $2, 128,150 $47 $69 $86 
STANTON $22,500 II II $1 
THURSTON $0 $0 $0 $0 
WAYNE $51' 000 $1 $2 $2 
' .' 
89 
TABLE 16 !CONTI 
EARNIN!}S ON DOWN-PAYMENT MONIES FOR COMMERCIAL SALES 
~----------------------------------------------------
RATE OF RETURN 
!982 !CONTI 
REGION COLINTY $$$ VALUE INTERE~:T INTERE8T INTEREST 
OF EARNED AT EARNED AT EAfi'NED AT 






ARTHUR $15.000 $0 $0 $1 CHASE . $502.032 $11 $I6 $20 
DAWSON $447.000 $10 $14 $18 
DUNDY $27,200 $1 $1 $1 
FRONTIER $7,500 $() $0 $0 
FURNAS $229,350 $5 $7 $9 
GOSPER $20,000 $0 $1 $1 
GRANT $45,000 $1 $1 $2 
HAYES ·~3.500 $0 $0 $0 
HITCHCOCK $439,500 $10 $14 $13 
HOOKER $0 $0 $0 $0 
KEITH $301 ,ooo $7 $10 $12 
LINCOLN $2,755,600 $61 $89 $112 
LOGAN $0 $0 $0 $(l 
~1CPHE~:SON §1,f:25.400 $41 $59 $74 
PERKINS $850,500 $19 ·~28 $34 
F:ED WILLO~I $333,:300 $7 $!! $13 
THOMA': ·PI) $0 $0 $0 
NORT\-1-CENTt::AL 
BLAINE $0 $() $() $() 
BOYD $19,200 $(! $1 $! 
BROWN $0 $0 $(1 $(> 
CHERRY ~1.197,400 $27 $39 $48. 
Cli'3TER $62,750 $1 $2 $3 
GARFIELD $:3,200 $0 $0 $0 
GREELEY $2t.,:310 $1 $! $! 
HOLT $182,700 $4 $6 $7 
KEYA PAHA $0 $0 $0 $0 
LOUP $11,1t,5 $0 $0 $0 
ROCK $8,000 $() $0 $0 
SHERriAN $27,500 $1 $1 $1 
VALLEY $E:3.670 ${, $4 •$5 
~IHEELER $10,000 $0 $(1 $0 
PANHANDLE 
BANNER $0 $0 $0 $0 
BOX BUTTE $241.689 $5 $8 $10 
CHEYENNE $235,850 $6 $9 $12 
DAWES $61.500 $1 $2 $2 
DEUEL $63,000 $1 $2 $3 
GARDEN $1,125,390~ $25 $36 $46 
KIMBALL $172,000 $4 $6 $7 
MORRILL $180,447 $4 $6 $7 
SCOTTS BLUFF $946,060 $21 $31 $38 
SHERIDAN $411,933 $9 $13 $17 
SIOUX $0 $0 $0 $0 
) 
90 
TABLE 16 (CONTl 
EARNINGS ON DOWN-PAYMENT I·IONIES FOR COMMERCIAL SALES 
--------------------------------------------··--------~ 
RATE OF RETURN 
REG ][IN COUNTY $$$ VALUE INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
OF EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 




NEBR. TOTALS $170,254,404 $3,792 $5,516 $6,895 
LINCOLN 
LANCASTER $27,142,290 $605 $879 $1. o·n 
EAST-CENTRAL 
DOUGLAc: H8,4t.0,145 $1.079 $1,570 $1.963 
SARPY $5:3) 52:3, :355 $1,192 $1,734 $2,168 
WASHINGTON $473,0'10 $11 $15 $19 
SIOUXLAND 
DAKOTA $302,450 $7 $10 $12 
SOUTY-EAST 
BUTLER $21.100 $0 $1 $1 
CASS 14,o.;, 413 llO $15 $19 
FILLMORE $298,977 $7 j 1 (l sn 
" GAGE $709,474 l\i. $2:3 $29 
c!EFFER::ON $89,2.50 $2 p ·O $4 
,IOHN,::ON $6,000 IC> $(1 $(/ 
NEMAHA $318,873 $7 $10 $1:3 
OTOE $516,999 $12 $" ,, $21 
PAWNEE 165,511 $1 $2 $:1 
POLK $119,800 'P 
-· 
$4 $5 
RICHARDSON ~880,586 $2(i $29 $36 
SALINE '$2, 187,150 $49 ·t71 $89 
'oAUNDERS it/:.0, •l25 $15 121 $27 
SEWARD $66,750 $1 $2 $3 
THAYER $170,000 $4 % $7 




ADAMS $2,954,583 $66 $96 $120 
BUFFALO $3, 1t:5,095 $71 $103 $129 
CLAY $29lh000 $7 $10 $12 
FRANKLIN $455,326 $10 $15 $18 
HALL $5,812,850 $129 $188 $235 
HAMILTON $165,300 H $5 $7 
HARLAN $107,500 $2 $3 $4 
HOWARD $738,250 $16 $24 $30 
KEARNEY $149,600. $3 $5 $6 
MERRICK $281,300 $6 $9 $11 
NUCKOLLS $171,650 $4 $6 $7 
PHELPS $510,907 Ill $17 $21 
WEBSTER $105,550 $2 $3 $4 
NORTH-EAST 
ANTELOPE $147,000 $3 $5 $6 
BOONE $97,700 $2 $3 $4 
BURT $64,2.03 $l $2 $3 
CEDAR $0 $0 $0 $0 
COLFAX $1,574,500 $35 $51 $/.4 
CUMING $149,700 $3 $5 $6 
DIXON $99,000 $2 $3 $4 
DODGE $2,30LS23 $51 $75 $93 
KNOX $151,098 $:l $5 $1. 
MADISON $0 $0 $0 $0 
NANCE $30,000 $1 $1 $1 
PIERCE $145,750 $3 $5 \6 
PLATTE $1,235,650 $28 $40 $50 
STANTON $6,500 $0 $0 $0 
THURSTON $25,725 $1 $1 $1 









~ Atl:_t ~ 6 i.•:W1l 












































































































































RATE OF RETURN 
I NTERE~:T INTEREST 























































































TABLE 16 (CONTl 
EARNINGS ON DOWN-PAYMENT MONIES FOR CDMMERCIAL SALES 
-----------------------------------------------------
RATE OF RETURN 
19t:O 
REGION COUNTY $$$ VALUE INTEREST INTEREc:T INTEREST 
OF EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 





NEBR. TOTALS $128,822t976 $2,870 $4,! 74 $5,217 
LINCOLN 
LANCASTER $19,424,237 $433 $629 $787 
EAST-CENTRAL 
DOUGLAS $63,760,245 $1,420 $2,066 $ ..... ~i'l'') Lt,.IO.t. 
SARPY $4,001,1.(12 $89 $130 $162 
WASHINGTON $149,590 $3 $5 $6 
S!OUXLAND 
DAKOTA $798,5(10 $18 $26 $32 
SOUTH-EAST 
BUTLER $107,650 $2 1·3 $4 
cw::s '$456,680 $10 $15 $18 
FIWIORE $264t100 $6 $9 $11 
GAGE $498,100 $11 $16 $20 
,!EFFERSON $127,000 $·3 $4 $5 
.JOHNSON $211,400 $5 $7 $9 
NEMAHA $11242,041 $2::: $40 $5(i 
OTOE $252,:300 it. $.:::: $1 i) 
PAWNEE $119,250 $3 $4 $5 
POLK $227,31)1) $.5 $7 $9 
RICHARDSON $595,411 $13 $19 $24 
SALINE $199, tOO $4 $6 $8 
SAUNDERS $455,950 $10 $15 $18 
SEWARD $171.500 $4 $6 $7 
THAYER $~:44,650 •.. .. c. $11 $14 
YORK $1,192,656 $27 $39 $48 
:30UTH-CENTRAL 
ADAMS $1,761,611 $~:9 $57 $71 
BUFFALO $1.261,750 $~10 ·.:_·-· $41 $51 
CLAY $1.3, &00 $1 $2 $3 
FRANKLIN $22,500 $1 $1 $1 
HALL $?,8'17.964 $220 $321 $401 
HAMILTON $948,030 $21 $31 <1:')0 ""'-''-' HARLAN $115,775 $") ·0 $4 $5 
HOWARD $8,500 $0 '$0 $0 
KEARNEY $3~:2,458 $7 $11 $E: 
MERRICK $65,800 $1 $2 $3 
NUCKOLLS $210,700 $5 $7 $9 
PHELPS $497,830 $11 $11. $20 
WEBSTER $340,000 $0 'O $11 $14 
NORTH-EAST 
ANTELOPE $151, 3(ll) p 
" 
$5 $6 
BOONE $57,000 $1 $2 $2 
BURT $181.800 $4 $6 $7 
CEDAR $54,953 $1 $2 $2 
COLFAX $243,323 $5 $'::. 'J $10 
CUMING $175,500 $4 $6 $7 
DIXON $114,800 $3 $4 $5 
DODGE $1,968,845 $44 $1.4 $30 
KNOX $226,605 $5 $7 $9 
11ADISON $0 $0 $0 $0 
NANCE $36,750 $1 $1 $1 
PIERCE $156,000 $3 $5 $6 
PLATTE $1,842.~118 >41 $.;,(1 $75 
STANTON $0 $0 $0 $0 
THURSTON $18,400 $0 $1 $1 




Tt;B~E 11:, iCONTI 
EARNINGS ON DOWN-PAYMENT ~IONIES FOR CONMERCIAL SALES 
-----------------------------------------------------
RATE OF RETURN 
1980 !CONTl 
REGION COUNTY $$$ VALUE INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
OF EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 
SALES 5.5Y. 8.01. 10.0/. 
------------ ---~----- --------- ---------
SOUTH-WEST 
ARTHUR $0 $0 $0 $0 
CHASE $2201000 $5 $7 $9 
DAWSON $360,500 $8 $12 $15 
DUNDY $43,050 $1 $1 $2 
FRONTIER $621929 $1 p 
-
$3 
FURNAS $155,600 $3 $5 $6 
GOSPER $52,129 $1 $2 $2 
GRANT $0 $0 $0 $0 
HAYES $39,843 $1 $1 $2 
HITCHCOCK $22,897 $! $! $! 
HOOKER $1,200 $0 $0 $0 
KEITH $1,1451800 $26 $37 $46 
LINCOLN $21437,464 $54 >79 $99 
LOGAN $0 $0 $0 $0 
MCPHERSON $2~.8, 000 $!9 $"10 <V $35 
PERKINS $7,500 $0 $0 $0 
RED WILLOW $734,770 $11- $24 $30 
THOf1A'; $481500 $! $2 $2 
NORTH-CENTRAL 
BLAINE $0 $(1 $0 $(1 
BOYD $25,331 $! $! i1 
BROWN $11 (J, 000 $2 $4 $4 
CHEii'RY $112'1:~:1500 $29 $42 $~12 
CUSTER $32b,950 $7 $11 $13 
GARFIELD $41,000 $1 $! ,., .. 
GREELEY $49,450 $1 $2 $2 
HOLT $177,720 $4 $6 $7 
KEYA f'AHA $0 $(1 :r.O 1.(1 
LOLIP $(1 $(1 $0 $0 
ROCK $71.500 $2 $2 $3 
SHERMAN $134,500 $0 
·-· 
$4 $5 
VALLEY $241750 $1 $1 $1 
WHEELER $5~:, 500 $1 $2 $2 
PANHANDLE 
BANNEf: $71500 $(1 $0 $0 
BOX BUTTE $373,860 $8 $12 $15 
CHEYENNE $t.91135t, $15 $'j"'"; a <_f')O <C' 
DAWES $47,000 $1 $2 $2 
DEUEL $40,000 $1 $! $2 
GARDEN $!3,000 $0 $0 $l 
KIMBALL $4!1,900 $9 $13 $17 
MORRILL $127,400 $3 $4 $5 
SCOTTS BLUFF $21572,663 $57 $83 $104 
SHERIDAN $415,350 $9 $13 $17 
































































R E S I D E N T I A L 
PROPERTY TAXES COLLECTED 
ESTIMATED RETURN ON AI10UNT IN TRUST FUND 






























$1 '/7, 737 































































































































































































TABLE 17 (CONTI 
R E S I D E N T I A L 
PROPERTY TAXES COLLECTED 
EST! MATEO RETURN ON AMOUNT IN TRUST FUND 
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TrRE 17 iCONTI 
R E S I D E N T I A L 
PROPERTY TAXES COLLECTED 
ESmiATED RETUR~~ ON AMOUNT IN TRIH FUND 


















































































































































































$17,24'1 $1 r!CO $4:412 


































TABLE 17 \CONTJ 
R E S I D E N T I A L 
PROPERTY TAXES COLLECTED 
ESTIMATED RETURN ON AMOUNT IN TRUST FUND 
REGION COUNTY PROPERTY INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
TAXES EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 





ARTHUR $6,945 $64 $93 $116 
CHASE $222,272 $2,043 $2,973 $3,723 
DAWSON $1,473,403 $13,574 $19,744 $24,680 
DIJNDY $106,391 $980 $1' 426 $[, 782 
FRONTIER $131,189 $[,209 t;l, 753 $2,! 97 
FURNAS $250,983 $2,312 $3,363 $4,204 
C>OSPER $59,342 $547 $795 $994 
GRANT $13,461 $124 $180 $225 
HAYES $17,313 $160 $233 $291 
HITCHCOCt $140,109 $[,291 $1' 877 $2,347 
HOOKER $36,101 $333 $484 $605 
K'EITH f-729,305 $6,719 $9,773 $12,216 
LINCOLN $3,344,884 $30,2.10 $44,815 $56,018 
LOGAN $20,993 $193 $281 $')C'j ·..'.J.L 
MCPHERSON $2,594,975 $23,906 $34,773 $43,466 
PERKINS $185,322 $1,707 $2,483 $3,[04 
RED WILLOW $955,266 $8,800 $12,801 $16,001 
THOMAS $33,134 $305 $444 $555 
NORTH-CENTRAL 
BLAINE $5,980 $55 $80 $100 
BOYD $841 ~:92 $777 $1' 1::1 $1.414 
BROWN $22t.,245 $2,0B4 $3,0:32 n,no 
CHERRY $273,80:3 $2,522 $3,669 $4:586 
CUSTER $6741209 $t,, 211 $9, C34 $11,293 
GARFIELD $126,818 $[, 168 $l,t.99 $2,124 
GREELEY $122,20t, $1.126 $L63B $2,047 
HOLT $681,604 $6,279 $9, 1J3 $11,417 
KEYA PAHA $27,115 $250 nt,3 $454 
LOIJP $12,140 $112 $!1.:3 $203 
ROCK $81.,170 $794 $1,155 $L443 
~HERMAN $112,873 $[, 040 $L513 $1,891 
VALLEY $372,245 $3,429 $4,98:3 $.~~ 2:35 
WHEELER $12,2:31 $[[} $164 $2(15 
PANHANDLE 
BANNER $2,41~1 $22 $r.lc--i ·..'.I.. $40 
BOX BUTTE $9(18,437 $8,369 $12.173 $15,216 
C"HEYENNE $653.479 $6,020 $8,757 $10,946 
DAWES $/.16, 867 $5,683 $8,266 $10,333 
DEUEL $139,579 $1,286 $1,870 $2,338 
GARDEN $107,263 $988 $[, 4:37 $1,797 
KIMBALL $356,855 $3,288 $4,782 $5,977 
MORRILL $297,567 $2,741 $3,987 $4,984 
SCOTTS BLUFF $3,780,895 $34,831 $50,664 $63,330 
SHERIDAN $362,003 $3,335 $4,851 $6,064 




TABLE 17 (CONTI 
R E S I D E N T I A L 
PROPERTY TAXES COLLECTED 
ESTIMATED RETURN ON AMOUNT IN TRUST FUND 
1 9 8 2 
REGION COUNTY PROPERTY INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
TAXES EARNED AT EARI~ED AT EARNED AT 






NEBRASKA $129,234,329 $1,1'10,571 $1,731,740 $-2,1t.4,t./5 
LINCOLN 
LANCASTER $2(:., 992,033 $248,6'-4 $361,693 $452d17 
EAST-CENTRAL 
DOUGLAS $51' 638, 752 $475,722 $691,959 $864,949 
SARPY $10,3t.2,645 $95,466 $13t:,S''59 $173,:574 
WASHINGTON $914,897 $8,428 $12,260 $15,32!5 
SIOUXLAND 
< 
DAKOTA $1,151,495 $1<),603 $15,430 $19,288 
SOUTH-EAST 
BUTLER $257,161 $2,3(:.9 $~:. w. $4,307 
CASS $1,496:522 $13,737 $20,0~·3 $25,067 
FILLMORE $376/397 $:3,468 $5,044 $6,3!J5 
GAGE $L667,836 $15, :3t.~; $22,349 $271 9:3t. 
ciEFFERSON $442,4t.1 $4,07t. $5,92'.? $7,411 
ciOHNSON $159,25(1 $1,467 $2,134 $2,667 
NEi·iAHA $285,736 $2, 63~: $(:, :330 1:-4,737 
OTOE $1,007,150 $9,278 $13,496 $16,:370 
PA~iNEE $64,014 $590 <t;()CO::o +'-'--'\..· ~1,072 
POLK $227, 7FJ $2,09:3 t3,052 $3,814 
RICHARDSON $5~:0, :;:3.~. $4,890 $7,113 $8,8$12 
SALINE $691,230 f6,:368 t9,i_t.2 $11,578 
SAUNDERS. t9:35,272 $9,077 $1~:,203 "$16,50~: 
SEWARD f94C., 2t.6 $8,717 $12,680 $15,850 
THAYER 132::::,2(i8 $3,024 $.4,393 $5,497 
YORK $974,9:30 $8,982 $13,0(:.5 ·t.16,3~il 
SOUTH-CENTRAL 
ADA~I:; $-2,404,9'55 1'2::\ 156 $32,22/:.. $40,233 
BUFFALO $2,:32712:~./:.. ~21, 440 n1,lt:5 $~:8, 932 
CLAY K:17,552 $2,925 $4,255 $5,319 
H:AiHIN $14-2,015 $1,303 $1,903 $2,379 
H<1LL i4,935,254 $45,466 t.t.t., 132 $82,M.t~. 
HAMILTON $417,452 $3,tN6 $5,594 $6,992 
HARLAN $l61' 732 $1,490 $2,167 $2,709 
HOWARD $257 ,40t. $2.371 $3,449 $4,312 
KEARNEY $369,030 $3,400 $4,945 $6,181 
MERRICK $312,218 $2,876 $4,184 $5, 2:~o 
NUCKOLLS $217,778 $2,006 $2,918 $3,648 
PHELPS $534.41.9 $4,924 $7d62 $8,952 
WEBSTER $160.062 $1,475 $2,145 $2,681 
NORTH-EAST 
ANTELOPE $253.351 $2,334 $3,395 $4,244 
BOONE $237,239 $2,136 $3,179 $3,974 
BURT $406,337 $3,743 $5,445 $6,806 
CEDAR $258,645 $2,383 $3,466 $4,332 
COLFAX $472.036 $4,349 $6.~:25 $7.907 
CUMING $459.327 $4,232 $6,155 $7,694 
DIXON $243,269 $2,241 $3,260 $4,075 
DODGE $3,217,970 $29,64/. $43,121 $53,901 
KNOX $3/.0,935 $3,325 $4,837 $6,046 
MADISON $4,901 $45 $61. $82 
NANCE $160,667 $1.430 $2,153 $2,691 
PIERCE f.336,877 $3.!03 $4,514 $5,643 
PLATTE $2,094,479 $19,295 $28,066 $35,083 
STANTON $226,861 $2,09(l $3,(140 $3,800 
THURSTON $209,4'19 $1,930 $2,807 $3,509 




TABLE 17 iCDfHJ 
R E S I D E N T I A L 
PROPERTY TAXE'3 COLLECTED 
ESTIMATED RETliRN ON ANOUNT IN TRUST FUND 
1 9 3 2 
REGION COUNTY PROPERTY INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST l TAXES EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT COLLECTED 1:" 1:"'/ 8.01. 10.07. ~•,...!/, IN 
1982 \ 
--·----------
---------- ---------- ----------SOUTH-fiEST ! 
ARTHUR $5d8~: $48 $70 $87 ! CHASE $18.5,512 $1,70'1 $2,486 $3,107 I 
DAWSON $1,313,039 $12,096 $17,595 $·21,993 ( 
DUNDY $81,989 $755 $1.099 $1,373 
FRONTIER $114,8~·8 $1,058 $1,539 $1 '924 l FURNAS $211,071 $1,944 $2,82B $3,535 l 
ClJSPER $63,713 $587 $8~>4 H,067 i GRANT $9,40.5 $87 $12.) $158 HAYES $1t.,'f75 $15b $227 $284 I HITCHCOCK $102.,1t·~l $950 $L~:32 $1,728 
HOCWER $3&,311 $335 $487 $608 
KEITH $699,539 $6,445 $9,374 $11,717 
LINCOLN $:3,101.709 $28,574 $41,563 $51,954 
LOGAN $18,569 $171 $249 $311 
MCPHERSON $2 l 35:3, :550 $21,681) $:31,535 $39,419 
PERKINS $1::2,647 $1,222 $1,777 $') ..._,.,.-, .L l i...i....l.. 
RED WILLOW $8:{},630 $7,661 $11,144 $13, 9"30 
THOMAS $27,753 $256 $.?.:72 $465 
NORTH-CENTRAL 
BLAINE '£(--.,323 $58 $.-,1:" 0~' $106 
BOYD ${:.9, 659 $642 $933 $J,W 
BROWN $205.429 $1,89:3 $2,75:3 $3,441 
CHERRY "$23:3,943 $2,201 $3,202 $t;,(l02 
CUSTER $6~:1,31B $5,816 $8,460 $10,575 
GARFIELD $99,447 $916 $1,3:3:3 $1,61·6 
GREELEY $:34,271 $776 $1,129 $1,412 
HOLT f535,i58 $4,931 $7, j 72 ~-8.966 
I:EYA PAHA $2:~. (154 $26::: ·r::t:'f $487 
LDUP $9,470 $,-,-, 
·=·I 1127 $159 
ROCX ft,5, 71(; H.05 $:3:31 $11101 
~;HERNAN $9(l, 900 $:j:}J $l .218 $1,52~: 
VAU.LY ·~292,691 $2.696 $:3,922 $4,9(13 
~JHEELEFI $12,585 $1l& $169 $211 
PANHANDLE 
BANNER $1.16(1 $11 $16 $19 
BOX BUTTE $876,361 $8,073 $!1,743 $14,679 
CHEYENNE $537 l 122 $4,948 $7,197 $8,991 
DAWES $t.13,068 $5,648 $8,215 $1(1,269 
DEUEL $93.349 $860 $L251 $1,564 
GARDEN $93,710 $:363 $1,256 $l ,570 
KIMBALL $335t273 $3,089 $4,493 $5,616 
MORRILL l147.f:02 $1,362 $1, '181 $2,476 
SCOTTS BLUFF $~:,407,222 $31t381 $4c,, 657 $57,071 
SHERIDAN $324,758 $2,992 $4,3:12 $5,4qO 





TABLE 17 !CONTi 
R E S I D E N T I A L 
PROPERTY TAm; COLLECTED 
ESTIMATED RETURN ON AMOUNT IN TRUST FUND 
1 9 8 1 
REG ](IN COUNTY PROPERTY INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
TAXES EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 
\ 






NEBRASKA $120,724.922. $1 ,j 12,178 $1,617,714 $2,022,142 
LINCOLN 
LANCASTER $23,7'151324 $219.214 $318,857 $398,572 
EAST-CENTRAL 
DOUGLAS $49,755,723 $458,375 $666,727 $833,408 
~;ARPY $10,154,154 $93,~45 $136,066 $17(h 082 
WASHINGTON $1, 00!' 288 $9,224 $13,417 $16,772 
SIOUXLAND 
DAKOTA $ j, 095' 106 $10,096 $14,685 $18.356 
SOUTH-EAST 
BUTLER $227.434 $2,095 $3,048 $3,310 
CASS $1,454,(191 $13,396 $19,485 $24,356 
FILLMORE $}64,500 $3,358 $4,:384 $61105 
GAGE $1,:·~;2,188 $14,300 $20,799 $25,999 
.JEFFERSON $399,090 $?n 677 $5,348 $6,685 
.JOHNSON $12.7,337 $1,2/.:.5 $1.340 $2,300 
NEMAHA $3()2,288 ¢.~, 70:•'= -+LJ I '.!·J $4,05! $5,063 
OTOE $995. ~:51 $9,170 $!~:,:]:38 $Jt.,i.?2 
F'A~INEE $5t.11~:5 $517 $-.::_--, I ... •.i. $940 
f'OLI: $199,:::41 $1,841 $21678 $3,347 
RICHt";RDSON $519,:::3~~ $4,784 $t.,959 $3,1:.89 
SAl_ INE $f-421823 $5,922 $3,(.14 $10,767 
SAUNDERS $L110,3i,J $10,22? $14,879 $131599 
~;£WARD $896,f!14 $~:, 262 $12,017 $15,0:22 
THAYER $29•;-,t./:_/j $2,761 $4,(llb $5,019 
YORK $8'11,(/(Jl $3,208 $1 L 93Y $14,924 
SOUTH-CENTRAL 
ADAMS $2,422,9~16 $22,321 $32,4(:.8 $40.~·8:, 
BUFFALO $2,184.390 $20, 124 $29,271 $3t'l589 
CLAY $293,275 $2,702 $3,930 'f-4,912 
FRANcliN $122,259 $ J, 126 $Lb38 $2,04:?. 
HALL $4,493.732 $41,:?.99 $60,216 $75,270 
HAMIL TON $387, 14t. $:3,567 $5.!:38 $6,485 
HARLAN $145,818 $11343 $1.954 $2,442 
HOWARD $235,614 $2,171 $1, 157 $3,947 
KEARNEY $335.335 $3,089 $4,493 $5,617 
MERRICK $2iJ7,35B $2,832 $4,119 $5.148 
NUCKOLLS $195,577 $Le02 $2,621 $3,276 
PHELPS $5(15,939 $4,661 $6,780 $8,474 
WEBSTER $139,308 $1,283 $!,867 $2,333 
NORTH-EAST 
ANTELOPE $213,889 $!, 970 $2,SM $3,583 
BOONE $228,642 $2,106 $3,064 $3,830 
BURT $368,744 $3,397 $4.941 $6,176 
CEDAR $216,926 $1,998 $2,907 $3,634 
COLFAX $445,882 $4,103 $5,975 $7,4/.9 
COMING $452,307 $4,167 $6,061 $7,576 
DIXON $231,011 $2,128 $3,096 $3,869 
DODGE $3,121,384 $28,756 $4!, 827 $52,283 
KNOX $316,212 $2,913 $4,237 $5,297 
MADISON $3,978 $37 $53 $67 
NANCE $161 '468 $1,483 $2.164 $2,70:, 
FIERCE $295,400 $2,721 $~!,958 $4,948 
PLATTE $2, (15.~1262 $18,943 $27,554 $34,442 
STANTON $196,105 $1' 807 $2t628 $3,285 
THURSTON $199,244 $!,836 $2,670 $3,337 
WAYNE $380,131 $3,502 $5,094 ..,-· $6,367 
) 
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TABLE 17 \CGNTJ 
R E S I D E N T I A L 
PROPERTY TAXES COLLECTED 
ESTIMATED RETURN ON AMOL~H IN TRUST FUND 
1 9 8 l 
REGION COUNTY PROPERTY INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
TAXES EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 





ARTHUR $3,746 $35 $50 $63 
CHASE $167,074 $1,539 $2,239 $2,798 
DAWSON $1,235,742 $11,384 $16,559 $20,699 
DUNDY $68,712 $633 $921 $1 ,!51 
FRONTIER $106,313 $979 $1,425 $1' 731 
FURNAS $193,049 $1,778 $2,587 $3,234 
GO'oPER $59,117 $545 $792 $990 
GRANT $8,650 $80 $116 $145 
HAYES $14,242 $131 $191 $239 
HITCHCOCK $98,467 $907 $1,319 $!,649 
HOOKER $36,793 $339 $493 $616 
KEITH $637,828 t' $5,876 $8,547 $10.684 
LINCOLN $3,001,012 $27,647 $40,214 $50l267 
LOGAN $16.703 $154 $224 $280 
11CPHERSON $2d06,325 $19,405 $28,225 $35,281 
PERKINS $131,732 $1,214 $1,765 $2,207 
REO WILLOW $1,287,656 $ll,st.3 $17,255 $21,568 
THOMAS $27,785 $256 $372 $465 
NORTH-CENTRAL 
BLAINE $5,774 $53 $77 $97 
BQYO $74,791 $l00:i '..!'-'~ $1,002 $1,253 
BROWN '1:·20~:,1)2.-4 f 1,876 $2,729 $3,411 
CHERRY $220,759 $2,034 $2,953 $3,698 
CUSTER $551, '52'? $~5, 081 $7,390 $9,238 
GARFIELD $94,868 i874 $1,271 $1,589 
GREELEY m ,702. H.61 $161 $!,201 
HOLT $504,899 $4,651 $6,766 $8,4~7 
I:EYA PAHA $35,029 $-323 $469 $587 
LOUP $9,159 $84 $123 $153 
ROCK $65,209 $t.Q1 $374 $!,092 
SHERMAN $78,252 $721 $1,049 $1,311 
VALLEY $2.56,901 $2,2.1:..7 $3,442 $4,3(1~. 
WHEELER $11,314 $104 $152 $190 
PANHANDLE 
BA~~NER $.1, 048 $1(1 $14 $18 
BOX BUTTE $728,271 $6,709 $9,759 $12,19'1 
CHEYENNE $503,755 $4,641 $6,750 $8,438 
DAWES $583,442 $5,375 $7,818 $9,773 
DEUEL $86,741 $799 $1 '162 $1,453 
GARDEN $90,284 $832 $1,210 $1)512 
KH1BALL $326,391 $3,007 $4.374 $5.467 
MORRILL $183,379 $1,639 $2,457 $3.072 
SCOTTS BLUFF $3,393,826 $31,266 $45,477 $56,847 
SHERIDAN $298,595 $2,751 $4,001 $5.001 




TABLE 17 !CONTi 
R E S I D E N T I A L 
PROPERTY TAXES COLLECTED 
ESTIMATED RETURN ON AMOUNT IN TRUST FUND 
1 9 8 0 
REGION COUNTY PROPERTY INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
TAXES EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 





NEBRASKA $111,439,857 $1,026.640 $1~493,294 $1,866,618 
LINCOLN 
LANCASTER $21. 990, I 06 $202.584 $294.667 $368,3~:4 
EAST-CENTRAL 
DOUGLAS $45,446, !56 $418,(:.73 $608,978 $76!,223 
SARPY $9,160,408 $84,390 $122,749 $153.437 
WASHINGTON $1,010,713 $9,311 $13.544 $1(:'1929 
SJOUXLANO 
DAKOTA $ld13,813 $10.261 $14,925 $18t£.56 
SOUTH-EAST 
BUTLER $95,785 $882 $1,284 $1. 1-04 
CASS $1,487.618 $13,705 $191134 $24191:3 
FILLMORE $338,930 $3,122 $4,542 $5,677 
GAGE $1,419.140 $13.074 $!9,016 $23,771 
.JEFFERSON $364,427 $3,:357 $4,833 $6,104 
,IOHNSON $134.!39 $L23t. $1.797 $2.247 
NEfiAHA ·"f2f!2, 112 $2.599 $3,730 $4,725 
OTOE ·$914,293 $:?.,423 $12,252 $15, ~:14 
f'A~IfH $50,8t:t. $469 $(:.82 $~352 
POLK $185,0MJ $1,705 $2,480 $"3.100 
RICHfiRD~;ON $~i61, ost. $5,169 $7,51? t'1,393 
:3QLINE $571,818 $5,268 $7,662 $';i, ':.:78 
'3AUNDERS $1,064,935 $9,811 $14.270 $17,83B 
SEWARD $435,914 $4,016 $5, B41 $7, :302 
THAYER $246,944 $2,275 $:3,309 $4.!36 
YORK $814, 6''''' $7,505 ·uo. 917 $1:3,646 
~:OUTH-CENTRAL 
ADAM'3 $21 3~::~:, 702 $21,499 $31,272 1"-~:9' 0?0 
BUFFALO $2, 000, 451::. $18,429 $26.t:06 $3:3,508 
CLAY $272, :::oo $2,5E $3,656 $4,569 
FRANKLIN $107,5!31 $~~11 $1,442 $1,802 
HALL $4.C>84, no $37' 6::1 $54,736 $.{:.8,420 
HAI'IILTON $412 J .505 $3, :3(>1) $5,5:::3 $6,909 
HARLAN $1'{5,348 $1' l~r'5 $1, b~:(l $2,100 
HOWARD $219,862 $2,(125 $2.94t. $3,6~!:3 
KEARNEY $310,214 $2.t:58 $4,157 ,'£.5, 196 
MERRICK $267' 902 $2,46(: $:3,590 1-4,437 
NUCKOLLS $173,419 $l,:r98 $2,324 $2.905 
PHELPS $436, 6t.4 $4,023 $5,8::·1 $7,314 
WEBSTER $!19,752 $!,103 $!.605 $2,006 
NORTH-EAST 
ANTELOPE $180,(:.63 $1' 664 $2,421 $3,026 
BOONE $189,405 $1,745 $2,538 $3.173 
BURT $350.176 $3,226 $4.692 $5,865 
CEDAR $243.484 $2,243 $3,263 $4,078 
COLFAX $4!9, 771 $3,867 $5,625 $7,031 
CUMING $365,646 $3,369 $4.900 $6,125 
DIXON $224,542 $2.069 $3,009 $3,"761 
DODGE $2,947,918 $27,158 $39,502 $49,378 
KNOX $367,4(15 $3,385 $4,923 $6.!54 
MADISON $2,425 $22 ro 0L $41 
NANCE $14~i.627 $1,342 $1 t'/51 $2,439 
PIERCE $264,495 $2,437 $3,544 $4,430 
PLATTE $1,776,87:: $!1.,369 $23,810 $29, 76~: 
STANTON $133,zn $1,228 $1,736 $2,232 
THURSTm $180,699 $1,665 $2,421 $3,1)27 




TABLE 17 (CONTl 
R E S l D E N T l A L 
PROPERTY TAXE~. COLLECTED 
ESTIMATED RETURN ON AMOUNT IN TRUST FUND 
1 9 8 0 
REGION COUNTY PROPERTY lNTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
TAXES EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 





PRTHIJR $3,330 $31 $45 $56 
CHA~f $172.284 $1,587 $2,30'1 $2.836 
DAWSON $1.104.824 $!0.!78 $14,805 $18,506 
DIJNDY $60,506 $557 $811 $1,013 
FRONTIER $99,197 $914 $1,329 $1,662 
FURNAS $168,786 -~~ J~L55 $') "'.oL'l $2,827 I.. I L'~'J.. 
GOSPER $56,650 $522 $759 $949 
GRANT $7 .!35 $61. $96 $120 . 
HAYES $10,581 $97 $142 $177 
HITCHCOCK $94,897 $874 $1,272 $1,590 
HOOKER $::;::3,587 $309 $450 $563 
KEITH $590,318 $5,433 $7,910 $9,888 
LINCOLN $2,7:38,729 -~25, 231 $3(., 699 $45,374 
LOGAN $15,840 $146 $212 $265 
MCPHERSON $1,'?76,977 $13,213 $26,491 $33,114 
PERKiN~: $112,t"13 $1,039 $1.512 $1,890 
RED fiiLLOW :!it~.99, 757 $t>l 447 $'1,377 $11,721 
THOMAS $20 • .2:31 n::c. $271 $:3:39 
NORTH-CENTRAL 
BLAINE :h-t:2t $-8 $-11 $-14 
BOlD $(:.5, tt.3 $(/l(l $:373 $1,(191 
BROWN li20!),f:..22 $L84:3 ·$2, t.ss 'B,3.~.o 
CHERRY !>211,657 $1.950 $2,836 $.3,545 
w::TER $482,770 $4,44[: $6. 4·~.9 $8,();3.~. 
GARFIELD $75.011 $(.91 $1.005 ·~1,25·S 
GREELEY $59.155 $545 $793 $9')! 
HOLT $409,354 $"3.771 $5,4:35 $6,B57 
IEYA FAHA $29,216 $2.'.9 $:}') 1 $489 
UlJP $4,:3·\1 $45 ·;t,5 >:<1 
ROC!< $58,836 $542 $788 $986 
SHER11AN $74,40(1 $685 $997 $1,246 
VALLEY $243,941 $2,247 $:3,26'1 $4,(<:}t. 
WHEELER $13,723 $126 $184 $230 
PANHANDLE 
BANNER $1,234 $11 $17 $21 
BOX BUTTE $765,460 $7,052 $10,257 $12,821 
CHEYENNE $420,13.3 $3,870 $51630 $7,037 
DAWES $440,058 $4,054 $5,897 $7,371 
DEUEL $7'!.449 ' $732 $1,065 $1,331 
GARDEN $87,205 $803 $[, 169 $1.461 
KIMBALL $249,904 $2,302 $3,349 $411:3.~ 
MORRILL $173.005 $1,594 $2,318 $2,898 
SCOTTS BLLIFF $3,081,500 $28,388 $41.292 $51,615 
SHERIDAN $229,925 $2,118 $3,081 $3,:.::51 




C 0 M M E R C I A L 
PROPERTY TAXES COLLECTED 
ESTIMATED RETURN ON AMOUNT IN TRUST FUND 
1 9 8 4 
REGION COUNTY PROPERTY INTEREST INTEREST lNTERE:3T 
TAXES EARNED AT EARNED AT EAf:NED AT 





NEBRASKA $72,168,910 $496,161 $72L689 $902.111 
LINCOLN 
LANCASTER $9,70'1,932 $66,756 $97.099 $121,374 
EAST-CENTRAL 
DUUGLAS $42,365,517 ~291,2C.:3 $4:23, c.s5 $529,5.~9 
'iARPY $3,652,791 $25,113 ·Ji:36,528 $45,6Ml 
WASHINGTON $373,056 $2,565 $3,731 $4,b63 
SIOUXLANO 
DAKOTA $774,232 $5,323 $7,742 $9,678 
'oOUTH-EAST 
BUTLER $1:33,861 $'?'20 $1,3:39 $l,c.n 
CASS •$229,.sf.1 $1,579 ·$2,297 '$2,:?.71 
FILLMORE $97,158 $66t: $972 >1.214 
GAGE $~291758 $2,955 $4, ~"/t: '£5,37'2 
.JEFFERSON ·~86,861 ·t597 $•:::69 $t,G86 
JOHN::;:JN $5,653 $')0 _ ... ·$57 '£7! 
NEMAHA $3Q,tn $it.9 :P~:?2 •f;49() 
CITCE l49B,67:?.. li3,42~3 ·~4, "/:37 $.~,,:.:":3:3 
PAWNEE '~27! 901 $1?2 -~279 $:149 
f''JLK $70,:3:28 $4:37 ~708 :t:c:=::s 
R I CHARDSO~~ $:36,159 ·$249 B62 $u:--, '1J.L 
SALI~JE $115, 48i. $794 $L 155 $1,444 
~.AUNDER:: $244,5C:9 $116:32 $2,44t. $::::,(:57 
'3EWARD $279,:3/:..2 $1,921 $2)794 $3,4':12 
THAYER $4Lt-27 l28t. $416 $~20 
YORK $740.433 •£5, 090 17,404 -$'i,:55 
~.OUTH-CErf:RAL 
ADAM:) ·$1,705,518 $1L725 $17,055 :li21,319 
BUFFALO $1,453,115 ·t9,9':f0 il4,5~:1 $1:?.~ 164 
CLAY $80, 17/:.. $551 $C:02 $1,(;1)2 
FRAJWLIN $15,.~.~:4 $107 $l5t. $195 
HALL ·n,.:.33,514 $25,:359 ~:]6, :?.85 Mf:..,lQ.~. 
HAMILTON $2/:..2,308 $1,~:03 $2,62~: $3.279 
HARLAN $6,898 $47 $69 Sf:t. 
HOWARD $69.196 $476 ~692 $865 
KEARNEY $152,336 $1.1)47 $1,523 $1,904 
MERRICK $112,439 $773 $11124 $1,405 
NUCKOLLS $146,0401 $1,(104 $1,460 $1,826 
PHELPS $244,697 $J.t.:32 $2,447 $3,059 
WEBSTER $850 $t. $8 $11 
NORTH-EAST 
ANTELOPE $113,612 $781 $1,136 $1,420 
BOONE $166,376 $1,144 $l,i.b4 $2,080 
BURT $204,502 $L406 $2,045 $2,556 
CEDAR $138,43:3 $952 $1,384 $1,730 
COLFAX $237,072 >1,6'31) $2,371 t2.n3 
CUMING $311,657 $2,143 $3,117 $3,896 
DIXON $1251842 $865 $1,258 $1.573 
DODGE $970,552 ;6,673 $'), 706 $12,132 
KNOX $41,113 $'10·:· .......... $411 $.514 
MADISON $(:.68 $5 $7 $8 
NANCE $1,747 $12 m ~22 
PIERCE 1443 $3 $4 $6 
PLATTE $1,247,522 $8,577 $12,475 $15,594 
STANTON $6,213 $43 $62 $78 
THURSTON $25,603 $176 $256 $320 
WAYNE -~2761925 $1' 904 $2,769 $3,462 
> 
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TABLE 18 ICONTJ 
C 0 M M E R C I A L 
PROPERTY TAXES COLLECTED 
ESTIMATED RETURN ON A~IOUNT IN TRUST FUND 
REGION COUNTY PROPERTY INTEREST INTERE:3T INTEREST 
TAXES EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 






ARHIJR $821 $6 $8 $10 
CHA:JE $1'11,895 >!. 319 $1,919 $2,399 
DA~iSON $1.07.169 $4,174 $6,072 $7,590 
DUNDY B9,083 $269 $391 >489 
FRONTIER $?")·~· __ ,._._ $2 $3 $4 
FURNAS $17,113 $118 $171 $214 
G0:3PER $17,:307 $119 $173 $216 
GRANT $8,354 $57 $84 '1104 
HAYES $16,114 $111 $lbl $201 
HITCHCOCK $24.773 $170 $248 $310 
HOOKER $6,283 $43 !63 P9 
KEITH $467,302 $:3,21:3 $4,673 $5,841 
LINCOLN $1~582,8.33 ·$1(l,f:82 $\5,:::28 $19,785 
LOGAN $:2,833 ·:s19 $29 $:35 
I'ICPHER'c:ON $1,.~.25, 142 $1\,173 tb,251 $20,314 
PERKIN~: 'H02, 759 1-70/:. $1,02:3 $1. 2:34 
RED WILLmJ "$~.~ .. ~-' 915 $3,:398 $5.9:/1 ·H, 08-S 
THOMA~: $12,489 $:3t. ·!125 :P156 
NG!iTH-CENTRAL 
BLAINE 1:" <::"'"\!:" ... :., --'<--~' ·$;"4 ~35 t44 
80'/D $18, 42-~- !127 $184 $230 
BROWN $96, 7'74 '"L'r::: !io_o().J •$908 ~L 210 
CHERRY $173,84:3 -$~, 195 $l,T3t: $2, 173 
CUSTER ·$2b8,8(:.3 $1,84:3 $2, b8(' 'B,361 
GARFIELD $5. 117 -~35 .tr::1 +" -•! %4 
GREELEY $24,?45 $171 $249 $312 
HOLT .t125, 321 ·:t:J:.~, -''-'0:.. -t~ l :25:~ $~.567 
KEYA ?AHA $7,291 $50 17:3 $91 
LOUP $.3,13.2 $22 $31 ·>39 
t{!Ct: ~2-2, 01:.-7 $564 f'2-!l '-'-'- l '$l,02S 
SHER~:AN $14,105 $97 $141 $176 
VALLEY $1f.f.,926 $1, 148 $l,f:..f;,} $2,087 
WHEELER $998 $7 ·$11) $12 
PANHANDLE 
BANNER $1.750 $12 $17 $22 
BOX BUTTE $447.086 $3,074 $4,471 $5, 5C:9 
CHEYENNE ·il99,102 tt,:36'i $1.991 $2,4B9 
DAWES $173,148 $1,190 $11731 $2,1t-4 
DEUEL $35.409 $243 $354 >443 
GARDEN $5,988 l $41 %0 $75 
KIMBALL $1731511 $ld93 $1,735 $2,1.~9 
r10RRILL $11,715 181 1117 $146 
SCOTTS BLUFF $1,674.054 $11,509 $16,?41 $201926 
SHERIDAN $183,195 $1,259 $1,832 ·>2, 290 




TABLE 18 (CONTl 
C 0 M M E R C I A L 
PR<:f'ERTY TAXES COLLECTED 
ESTIMATED RETURN ON AMOUNT IN TRUST FUND 
1 9 8 :3 
REGION COUNTY PROPERTY INTEREST INTEREST INTERE'3T 
TAXES EARNED AT EARNED AT EPF~NED AT 
CKLECTED 5.51. s.o;~ 10.01. 
IN 1 ·-·o? ?u,__• 
-----------
-------- -------- --------
NEBRASKA $67,109,594 $461,378 $671,096 $838,870 
LINCOLN 
Lt.NCASTER $8, 6/;.2 1 t.05 $59.555 $86t 626 $108.283 
EAST -CENTRAL 
DOUGLAS 'H0,70L41:3 $279.822 $407,014 $508.768 
SARPY $:3,"33:3.817 122,954 $33,383 $41) 7:35 
WASHINGTON $3/.4,727 $2,507 $3,647 $4,559 
S!OIJXLANO 
DAKOTA $74:~:,(!95 $5,109 17,431 $9,289 
SOUTH-EAST 
BUTLER ~115,964 ~797 ll.U/J $1,450 
CASS $2:35,003 $l,bl.S "£2,350 $2,938 
FILLMORE 't36, 128 -$592 $:)t.\ $l,i)77 
GAGE $302,649 ·$2, 081 $3,02/:. $3, r:_;:~: 
,_!EFFER:::!='N $'5(.,959 ·n92 $570 $712 
.JOHNSON ~7.0i2 ->4'3 $70 ·S88 
NEi·1AHA $24, CO'/ $1t.:~ l240 t.:::oo 
OTOE $460, 97:?, 5:3, 1/:.9 "f4,610 $5,71;.2 
FAWNEE 4;j1! .?:3.~. t215 $:~:13 $3~2 
FOLK $61,846 $42.:: $618 ·-rr:o )>,,._. 
RICKAPDSGN $31, U55 ~214 t:Jll K:8t: 
SALINE ~85, 144 $5::::5 i851 $l,Ot.4 
~:AUNDER::: $224,759 4il,~A5 $2,248 t21B09 
SEWARD $272.t.12 ;!,S74 $2,72!:.. $::;:,408 
THAYER $29,197 $2:)1 t292 :;:3.~-~. 
YORK $t.?/:.., 060 $4,785 -~::., '?.~.1 $._::,;oj 
·_:.IJJTi-1-CE~HRAL 
ADArlS -$_1 '574,852 '!-10,827 $15,74? <j; 19 l .~.:].~. 
BUFFAL::1 $~,259,5(1(1 $f:,659 $12,595 $15,744 
CLAY -$t.:::, t:..t: ... s $472 $Wl $:353 
FRANKLIN ~11,750 ~81 ·$118 $147 
HALL $3,441,001 $23,657 $34,410 $43,013 
HAMILTON $24L046 $1,657 $2,410 $3,013 
HARLAN $10,555 $73 $106 $1:32 
HOWARD $61,636 $424 $616 $770 
KEARNEY $165,020 $1,135 $1,650 $2,063 
MERRICK $94,29~ $648 $943 $1,179 
NUCKOLLS $n2,oo1 $908 $1,320 $1,650 
PHELPS $214.013 $1,471 $2,140 $2,675 
WEBSTER $1,926 $13 $19 $24 
NORTH-EAST 
ANTELOPE $112,075 $771 $1.121 $1,401 
BOONE ·~152,573 $1.049 $!,526 $1' 907 
BURT $14/.,471 $1,007 $1.465 $1,831 
CEDAR $127,444 $876 $L274 $1,593 
COLFAX $210,317 $1' 446 $2,10:3 $2,62'1 
CUMING $28:?., 028 $1, 98(1 $2,88(1 $3,600 
DIXON $114,388 $78/. $1.144 $1,430 
DODGE $!.102.919 $7.583 $11,029 $1:3,786 
KNOX $:32,5~:5 $224 ·t325 $407 
MADISON $820 $6 $8 $10 
NANCE $1' 940 $13 $19 $24 
PIERCE $12,804 $88 $128 $160 
PLATTE $1,160,249 $7' 977 $11,602 $14,503 
STANTON $14,040 $97 $140 $176 
THURSTON $23,168 $!59 $232 $290 
WAYNE $274,302 $1,886 $2,743 $3, 42'1 
) 
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TABLE 18 !CONTI 
C 0 H M E R C I A L 
PROPERTY TAXES COLLECTED 
ESTIMATED RETURN 0~1 AMOUNT IN TRUc:T FUND 
REGION COUNTY PROPERTY INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
TAXES EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 




-------- -------- --------SOUTH-WEST 
ARTHUR $950 $7 $9 $12 
CHASE $180.680 $1,242 $1.807 $2,259 
DAWSON $541,030 $3,720 $5,410 $6, {.)3 
OUNOY $36,410 $250 $364 $455 
FRONTIER $3,921 $27 $39 $49 
FURNAS $13,528 ·m $135 $169 
GOSPER $17,987 $124 $180 $·)'"oC .t..LJ 
GRANT $7,236 $50 $72 $';•0 
HAYES $8,274 $.57 $83 $10:3 
HITCHCOCK $35, 189 $242 l352 $440 
HOOKER 'P5,659 $39 $57 $71 
KEITH $412,304 $2,B:35 $4d23 $5d54 
LINCOLN $L535,295 $10.555 $15,35:3 $1'1,191 
LOGAN $L220 $8 $12 -~r== 
MCPHER:oON $1,432,506 $9,848 $14,325 $17' 906 
F'ERKIN:3 $101,552 liC.98 $1,011. $l~2t.? 
RED WILLOW $53'!,442 $3,709 $5,3?4 1(:.,74:3 
THOMAS $14.173 -~''7 '¥71 $142 1177 
NORTH-CENTRAL 
BLAINE !2, 75t. $FI $28 ·r~:4 
BOYD $17,923 $1"•0 ~L·-' $179 $2~4 
BROWN K~0,311 $552 $803 $1,(::)4 
CHERRY $162,574 $1,11:3 $1.626 $2,032 
CUSTER $229,24'1 $1,576 $2,292 t2, BY:. 
GARFIELD $5, 4t.2 $33 $55 -~68 
GREELEY $25,916 ·~178 $259 $~:24 
HOLT $132.:38b $914 $1.329 ji t. (·,f, 1 
rEYA PAHA ·$7,176 $49 $72 l':!(! 
LOUP $3.094 $21 $31 $39 
ROCK ·:£72'1 06~. K~02 $731 t'/13 
SHER~1AN $13,928 $96 ~n:~:9 1174 
VALLEY $149,207 $1,026 $L492 $L865 
WHEELER 1.\17 $4 $6 $•J 
·-· PANHANDLE 
BANNER $1.5:37 $11 $15 $19 
BOX BUTTE $395,641 $2,720 $3,956 $4,946 
CHEYENNE $191,022 $1,313 $1,910 ·"Ji2,3SS 
DAWES $151.384 $1,041 $1,514 $1,892 
DEUEL $30,813 $212 $308 $')0e: ..... ._.,_, 
GARDEN $4,57S $31 $46 <07 ..,._r, 
KIMBALL $163,543 $1,124 $1,635 $2,044 
MORRILL $8,470 $58 $85 $106 
SCOTTS BLUFF $1,867,750 $12,841 $18.678 $23.3:47 
SHERIDAN $162.301 $1,116 $1,623 $2,029 
SIOUX $222 $2 $2 $:3 
} 
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TABLE 13 ICON[) 
C 0 M M E R C I A L 
PROPERTY TAXES COLLECTED 
ESTIMATED RETURN ON AMOUNT IN TRUST FUND 
1 9 B 2 
REGION COUNTY PROPERTY INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
TAXES EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 





NEBRAc;KA $54,444,018 '$374,30:3 $544,440 $680.550 
-LINCOLN 
LA~fASTER $7,4t.8,182 $51,344 $74,682 $93,352 
EAST -CEfiTRAL 
DOUGLAS $35,685,751;. $245,340 $356,858 >446.072 
SARPY $3,085,048 $21 J 210 $30,850 $38,563 
WASHINGTON $254,525 $1,750 $2,545 $3,182 
:3WJXLAND 
DAKOTA $620,48'1 $4.266 $6.21)5 $7,751:.. 
SOUTH-EAST 
BUTLER $7'1,008 $543 <791) $983 
CASS $180,374 $1,240 $1,804 ~2,255 
FILLMORE ·t59,882 $412 $599 1749 
G<1Cl $220,0~53 $1,51:3 $2,201 $2,751 
.)EFfERSD~l $4,641 $:n $4f, $58 
,_!OiiN~:::ON $1'),364 11::3 \194 $24:2 
r~E~iAHA $1!,834 ~t:l -~ 11 B $148 
OTOE $424,021 $2,915 $4,240 $5,:)(J(l 
P;~WNEE $35.3:39 $24:3 !35:3 $442 
POLK $27,133 $187 ·$272 >340 
RICHARDSON $9,950 $68 >100 $124 
~:::;ALINE ·$77 I 232 $.53l $773 $966 
SAUNDERS $53, 83') $370 -~538 $673 
SEWARD $202,270 $1, 391 $2,02:3 $21528 
THAYER $7,377 $51 $74 $92 
YCIRK $482,241 $3,315 fi~,822 $6,028 
SCUJT\i-CENTRAL 
ADAM~; $1,390,312 $';1,558 $13.903 $17,37:J 
BUFFALO $1,024,889 $7,046 $10,1q9 $12,811 
CLAY $3:3,5'11 $231 $336 $420 
FRANKLIN $14.975 $!((: $150 $137 
HALL ·$2, 373,336 H'), 754 ·t2:?., 733 $35,:117 
HAMILTON $222,707 $1,531 $2,227 $2.784 
HARLAN $30,010 $206 $300 $375 
HOWARD $8,439 $58 $84 $105 
KEARNEY $116.811 $803 $1.168 $1' 460 
MERRICK $41,967, $289 $420 $525 
NUCKOLLS $93,177 $641 $932 $1,165 
PHELPS $138,507 $952 -$1,385 $1,731 
WEBSTER $20,5t.7 $141 $206 $257 
NORTH-EAST 
ANTELOPE $53,445 $367 $534 $668 
BOONE $105,347 $724 $1,053 $1 '317 
BURT $132,421 $910 $1,324 $1.655 
CEDAR $2,9,276 $607 $883 $1, 103 
COLFAX $157.860 $1,085 $L579 $1,973 
CUMING $173.738 $!, 194 $1,737 $2,172 
DIXON $46.701 $321 $41.7 $584 
DODGE $5981658 $4,116 $5,987 $7,483 
KNOX $61,77! $425 $618 $772 
MADISON $2,069 $14 $21 S26 
NANCE $23,636 $162 -~23.~ $295 
PIERCE $55,959 $385 $560 $699 
PLATTE $767,606 $5,277 $7,671. $9,595 
STANTON $37.718 $259 $377 $471 
THURSTON $3,071 $21 $31 $38 
WAYNE $171.014 $1. 176 $1.710 $2,138 
) 
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C 0 M M E R C I A L 
PROPERTY TAXES COLLECTED 
ESTIMATED RETURN ON AMOUNT IN TRUST FUND 
REGION COUNTY PR~:F'ERTY INTEREST INTEREST l~TEREST 
TAXES Et;RNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 





ARTHUR $672 $5 $7 $8 
CHASE $118,767 $817 $L 188 $1 I 485 
DAWSON $387,896 $2,6/:..7 113,379 $4,849 
DUNDY $9,627 $66 $96 $120 
FRONTIER $21,42'1 $!47 $2!4 $268 
FURNAS $50,108 $:344 $50! $626 
GOSPER $14,!19 $97 $!41 $176 
GRANT f" c·••'! .(_ >1. . .'7£.. $20 $29 $36 
HAYES $4,832 $33 $48 $60 
HITCHCOCK $545 $4 $5 $7 
HOOKER $4>170 $34 -~50 $62 
KEITH $:374,125 t2,572 $3,74! $4,677 
LINCOLN $1,294.314 $.3,89B $1~\ 943 $!6, 179 
LCGAN $89:3 $t. $9 $!! 
MCPHERSON $1,090,584 $7, 4'18 $10.906 $1:3,6:32 
F'ERWiS $!34,532 $581 $845 $1~057 
RED ~ILLOW 1373,046 $2,565 $3,730 ·H.t-63 
T40MA::; $:3,547 $59 ;J;•-,C >'•)J $!07 
NORTH-CENTRAL 
BLAII\t'E $4C:5 $3 $5 $6 
BOYD $3Q,.~.~!(l $2!1 ·rJo.~. $~:83 
B~_OWN $59,1)66 $·1<\S $591 $7:38 
CHERRY $176.55.:: $!,2!4 $l, 766 $2,207 
CUSTER $77,701 -~534 §777 $97! 
GARFIELD $22.672 $156 $2~7 $"10':. .~_._ ...... 
GREELEY $2,:350 $16 $'~'=' ,,. $29 
HDLT $7' 8:38 $54 $78 $98 
KE'IA PAHA $!3,<.20 >94 fi1:36 $170 
LOIJP $3,f:35 'f>2t. $38 $48 
ROCK $46,941 $323 $Jlt.9 $587 
SHERMAN $C:.S,476 $251 $365 $456 
VALLEY H'1,355 $3:39 $494 $617 
WHEELER $555 $4 $6 $7 
PANHANDLE 
BANNER $482 $3 $5 $6 
BOX BUTTE $!68,883 $1, I61 $1,689 $2, 111 
CHEYENNE $!43,495 $987 $1,435 $1,794 
DAWES $92,672 $637 $'127 $1,!53 
DEUEL $30,903 $212 $309 $386 
GARDEN $7,225 $50 $72 $90 
KIMBALL };:40,469 $966 $!. 405 $!,756 
MORRILL $10,427 $72 $104 $130 
SCOTTS BLUFF $1,588.721 $10,922 $15,887 $19,859 
SHERIDAN $120,209 $826 $1,202 $1,503 
SIOUX £2,303 $!6 $23 $29 
) 
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TABLE 18 (CONTI 
C 0 M M E R C I A L 
PROPERTY TAXES COLLECTED 
ESTIMATED RETURN ON AMOUNT IN TRUST FUND 
9 8 1 
REGION COUNTY PRCPERTY INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
TAXES EllRNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 
COLLE'~ TED 5.51. 8.07. 10,0/. 
IN 
t'181 
----------- ------- -------- --------
NEBRAc:KA $53,314,689 $366,538 $5331147 $666.434 
LINCOLN 
LANCASTER $11.342,849 $77,982 $113,428 $141.786 
EAST-CENTRAL 
DOUGLAS $32,94:3,784 $226,489 $329,438 $41L 797 
SARPY $2' :36:~, 499 >19.687 $28. t.:35 $35,794 
wASHINGTON $229,208 $! .576 $2,292 $2,865 
SIOUXLAND 
DAKOTA $825.972 $5,679 $8,260 $10,:325 
SOUTH-EA'3T 
8UTL~R $t.0.571 $416 $606 $757 
Crl::s $72. T2~· $500 $727 $'7'!)'1 
FILU10RE $4t., ~:6"3 ·$:322 $469 $5:3t. 
GAGE ~1:~:9, 1:34 $957 $1,391 $1,/39 
,JEFFERSC:~ $13.199 >91 ·$132 $1t.5 
._!C•HI•ISON $~~·~·; CJ(:,f: $254 $"370 $-V:·2 
NE:'1AHA '"L L' 1 ~·-·· ·-·t·~ $'" "7·~· $67 $B3 GTOE $415,!)':)~· $2,8')4 $4d51 $1:" jo)oj .. ..1! 1'-'·" 
PAWNEE $~:6, 347 $250 $3.(.:3 ·f.454 
f'O~K $35, 925' "$247 $359 $449 
R I CHARD~::;ON $27,328 H88 $273 ·$342 
SALINE ii97,•n2 $670 $974 $1,218 
SAUNDERS 1;1715'7'4 $121 $176 $22(1 
SEWARD $150.4~"'1 $!, 034 $L504 -t 1 'F:::tl) 
T~AYER ·.f19,744 $136 $197 $247 
YORK $·1n.t.1f.:. t2, :.s9 $~:, 766 $4,70::: 
'301Wi-C:ENTRAL 
ADAMS $1, "3 ~-~! ·7.~.7 $~1 1164 $13,330 $16,662 
BUFFALO $91t:.041 $(:., ~:12 $9,180 $lt,476 
l~UH $2:3,502 $162 $2:35 $294 
FRANKLIN $19,285 $13:3 $193 $241 
HALL $2,548,:383 $17,524 $25,489 $31,t:t.1 
HAMILTON $202,480 $1.392 $2,025 $215"31 
HARLAN $31,:370 $219 ·£319 $~:98 
HOWARD -~24,023 $165 $240 $:300 
KEARNEY $!13.918 $783 $1, 139 $!, 424 
MERRICK $31.172 $214 $312 $390 
NUCKOLLS $4.722 $32 $47 $59 
PHELPS >128.727 $835 ·H,287 $1,609 
WEBSTER $25,578 $176 $256 $320 
NORTH-EAST 
ANTELOPE $33,796 $2:32 $338 $422 
BOONE $77,452 $532 $775 $968 
BURT $\13. 47b $780 $ld35 $1.418 
CEDAR $99,320 $683 $993 $1' 241 
COLFAX $133.529 $918 $1,335 $1' ,lf.9 
CIJMING $138,029 $949 $1.380 $1,725 
DIXON $33,299 $229 $333 $416 
DODGE $744. 101. $5, 116 $7,441 $9,301 
KNOX !63, 188 $469 $682 ~852 
MAD I SO~ I $1,~105 $13 $19 $24 
NANCE $33,047 $227 $330 $413 
PIERCE $54.216 $373 $542 $678 
PLATTE $850,787 $5,849 -~8,508 $10,635 
STANTON $1.9,467 $478 $695 $868 
THURSTON $3,943 $27 $39 $49 




TABLE 18 i CONTJ 
C 0 M M E R C I A L 
PROPERTY TAXES COLLECTED 
ESTIMATED RETURN ON AMOUNT IN TRUST FUND 
REGION COUNTY PROPERTY INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST 
TAXES EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 
COLLECTED 5.5'l. 8.01. 10.0/. 
IN 
1Q81 
----------- -------- -------- --------
::;O!JTH-I.JEST 
ARTHUR $118 $1 $1 $1 
CHASE $105,459 $725 $!, 055 $1,318 
DAWSON $397,000 $2,729 $3,970 $4,9t.2 
DUNDY $1,657 $11 $17 $21 
FRONTIER $23,397 $164 $239 '$2'79 




GRANT $3,245 $22 $:32 $41 
HAY£:3 $4,540 $31 $45 $57 
HITCHCOCK $5,801 $40 $58 $73 
HOOKER $5,209 $36 $c-··l .._r.:.. $65 
KEITH $3:35,741 $2,308 $3,357 $4,197 
LINCOLN $1,167,712 $8, 1)2:3 $11,677 $14,59{:. 
LOGAN $2,0'i:3 $14 ., 
'" 
$26 
~1CPHERSON $931,45:3 $6,404 $9,315 $11,64:3 
F'ERKIN~3 $40,7U $280 $408 ~'510 
RED WILLIJ1:l ·t666, f:.,i) 7 $4, 5:3:3 -~:.,f:..f: .. 6 1;~:,33~: 
THOMAS "*f:, :382 $58 $:0:4 ·f105 
N'JRI~i-CE~Tq?JL 
K.AIN:: $151 $1 -~2 $2 
fiOVD $33,154 l22t: $3:32 $414 
E!ROWN u.:?.,ots $468 $680 $850 
CHERRY $!5.2,5?8 $1,049 $1 !-52t. $1!907 
CU:~.TEF: $30,033 ·t2vt. $~:00 $375 
GARFIELD $20, '458 1144 $210 $")'"! .o. 
Gt.:EELEY $9!127 ·P6:3 $91 $114 
HC:...T $7.876 1!54 $79 $'1::: 
r;cYA FAHA $16,630 $114 $166 "1208 
UJUP $3,326 $23 $33 $42 
ROC¥.. $42,053 $;~8'? $421 $526 
:;:HERi·IAN $36.87.5 -~254 $369 $461 
VALLEY $27,419 $189 $274 $343 
WHEELEo: $1,:321 $9 $13 $17 
PANHANDLE 
BANNER $64 $0 $1 $1 
BOX BUTTE $157,773 $1,085 $1,57:3 $1 '972 
CHEYENNE $43,960 $302 $440 $549 
DAWE:3 $79,322 $545 $793 $992 
DEUEL $28,8:32 $1'18 $288 $360 
GARDEN $9,20? $63 $92 1i 115 
KIMBALL $117.:356 $807 $1 ,j 74 $1,467 
MORRILL $56,809 $391 $568 $710 
SCOTTS BLUFF $1' 525, '758 110,491 $15,260 $!9,074 
SHERIDAN $103,374 $714 $1,039 $1,2'13 
~:Ioux $2,! 11 $15 $21 $26 
\ 
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TABLE 18 I CONTl 
C 0 M M E R C I A L 
PROPERTY TAXES COLLECTED 
ESTIMATED RETURN ON AMOUNT lN TRUST FUND 
9 :3 0 
REGION COUNTY PROPERTY ItHERE~:T INTEREST INTEREST 
TMES EAF<NED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 






NEBRASKA $44,216, :37'5 $:303,988 $442.!64 $552,705 
LINCOLN 
LANCASTER ·U0,424,061 $71, .~65 $104,241 $130,301 
EAST-CENTRAL 
DOUGLAS ·r27, c.s~:.. 783 $190,140 $276.568 >345,710 
SARPY $2,400,902 $16,506 $24,009 $30,011 
WA,:HI NGTON $197,173 $1,356 ·f;1,972 -~2.4·~5 
S!OU!.LAND 
DA~:OTA $79t,t:no $5,444 $7,?1:3 -t;9,8'!8 
::=.OUTH-EAST 
BUTLER $191,7"?0 $1, ~:19 $1,918 $2, ~:97 
c:A';s ·$':/i,:3'n $408 <t,t:."Q,• $742 .f,__l,'t 
FILU1CRC 't:24, ~:63 $167 $~44 $:305 
;JAi=;~ $77, i01 $530 $771 $9M 
.JEFFER~3CN $:30, 6~:3 ~211 ·r307 $3:34 
,JOHNSC>l -~5,),!)95 t:344 $5(:1 $62t. 
NEMAHi4 ·i-~.526 $10 $15 $19 
OTOE $~!4t 's:::o $...., .-,,-,c L>-)•:•~r $3,469 $4,336 
PAWNEE $40,177 $276 •$402 $5(12 
F'CO~ $1,Jf:.,f:.. $9 $14 $17 
R;>;HARD9JN $224.597 $1,544 $2.246 $2,807 
SALINE $75,479 $519 $755 ~943 
SAUNDERS $10,562 $7:3 Jil06 $132 
::;E;o;!iF:D $55,35'1 $381 ~5-~r4 $692 
THAYER $3Lf7'3 1·21 '? $:319 $399 
YURK $"3:32,177 $2,284 $3,322 $4, 152 
·~:OUTH-CENTh~AL 
ADAn3 $1,134,275 $7,798 $11,:343 $14,178 
BUFFALO $B07, s·::;9 $5,552 $C;,(I75 $1(1,094 
CLAY -~~:o, 1:39 1203 $:302 $377 
FRANKLIN $17,il2t. $120 $174 $218 
HALL $2,121, H:3 $14,5<33 $21,211 ·>26,514 
HAMILTON $~:2,(1:37 $220 $:320 $400 
HARLAN t41,07:3 $282 $411 $513 
HO,IARD $22,b'i'3 $156 $227 $284 
KEARNEY -~99, 723 $686 $997 $1,247 
MERRICK $17,5~.5 $121 $176 $220 
NUCKOLLS $15,45:3 $106 $155 $193 
PHELPS $88,:301 $607 $:333 >1,104 
WEBSTER $37,220 $256 $372 $465 
NORTH-EAST 
ANTELOPE $1 .;, 044 $97 $140 $176 
BOONE ·$.~.54 $4 $7 $8 
BURT ·181,017 ·$557 $810 $1,013 
CEDAR $50, 129 $345 $501 $627 
COLFAX $105,752 $727 $1,058 $1,322 
CUMING ><:3,434 $230 $334 $418 
Dl XON $11,723 $81 $117 $147 
DODGE $479.740 $31298 $4,797 $5,997 
KNOX $83.317 $573 $833 $1,041 
MADISON $1 '450 $10 $14 $18 
NANCE $36,774 $'1C•"t L.J-.) $368 $460 
PIERCE $72,474 $498 $725 $906 
F'LATTE $629,407 $4,327 $/.,294 $7,868 
STANTON $11,669 $80 $117 $146 
THURSTON $10,265 m 1103 $128 
WAYNE $90,309 $621 $903 $1,129 
) 
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C 0 M M E R C I A L 
PROPERTY TAXES COLLECTED 
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TAXEc; EARNED AT EARNED AT EARNED AT 





ARTHUR $274 $2 $3 $3 
CHASE $106,855 $7::5 $1,(169 $1, 33t. 
DAWSON $355t424 $2.444 $3.554 $4,443 
DLINDY $7' ''15 $54 $79 $99 
FRONTIER $23,892 $164 $'i·"lQ .t..J<" $299 
FURNAS $5t..12t, $386 $561 $702 
GOSPER $8,864 $(.1 $8? $111 
GRANT $2,339 $20 $28 $35 
HAYES $8 $0 $0 $(1 
HJTC~fOCK $/:.,980 $lli) 'C' $70 $87 
HOOKER $7,868 $54 $79 $98 
KEITH $290,196 -~1,995 $2,'102 $3,627 
LINCOLN $732,384 $5, 0~:5 $7, ~:24 $9d55 
LOGAN '$46 $0 $0 $1 
MrPHERSON $777,793 $5,347 $7,778 $9,722 
PERKINS $61,590 $42:3 $611· $770 
RED WILLOW $314.844 $2,165 $3,148 $3,93/:.. 
THOMAS $7.169 $49 $72 $90 
NORTH-CENTRAL 
BLAINE !:Lt.~: I 111 $lt. $20 
BOYD $:27, rn $191 >27'3 $347 
BRO\.JN $62,447 $42':) $624 $7f!l 
CHERRY $166' f:<)i. 4>1' 147 $1,66'2. $2, (lf35 
CUSTER $12, 7(,(1 ·$E7 $127 $15'1 
:=·A;:;:F I tLrr $17,454 ·f 120 $!75 $'"il ·=· 41'•.! 
C;REELEY $8, Bt:c .tL 1 S:39 $111 "''--"-i. 
HD:..T ~1.0:::-i t7 $1C: $1::: 
l-EYA F'A1~?i $1.~.,.~,4[:. t\14 $16t- $-208 
LOU~- t:3,6:::s $2':! ·r?7 $46 
f\.J[T $-39! 054 l2t.f; r391 $488 
SHEF~:;.:~.: ~"35,74S 1246 ·n57 $447 
w~u .. r::·, $17, ?'~·] H22 $17f:; $222 
!,-;HEELE~ i-7' 10:=: l4Q $71 $39 
F'ANHANr!LE 
[;C;~~~i~R $1 ;3 11 H $1 
P.C!X BU~i!: ·! 2'!0 l :~:t,~: $1, 'f•J:, ~2.904 $3, (.3(! 
C~EY[;JrJE t-;:.5,135 1~:7'1 $551 l-t.t:9 
[\:il£S $171135 ! ~ 1E $17? $215 
[~EL!EL $22,794 $'1::7 1-..'l li;•J--,,:. .. .~.. .. _._, $:285 
GAHDE~-: 1:13,593 $9J t136 $170 
KII1lW_L $~.2,1:/i/:.. $').~.:3 v:.·-Jt "0..'.:.'--' $1,0~::3 
MORRlLL $1t:, 796 1'"X1 . ! i-i $188 $~r:•c-i,.,_'--' 
scon·:; ;:'LUFF $1, 31)~. l ::83 $8,98i $13,(Jb4 $lf.,,3~:(1 
SHEF"lf'W~ $:371493 $61)2 $:375 $1,094 
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